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Truth, Trust
and Integrity
M

y theme for this Chairman’s column is, ‘truth, trust, and
integrity’.
In my Chairman’s column within the Spring edition of
the journal I emphasised that 2022 would be a year of uncertainty
with many unknowns. Who would have thought that one of
these unknowns would be the Russian/Ukrainian conflict and the
catastrophic implications this would have on the World and on
World Order.
World Order (the international arrangements established for
preserving global political stability) has been rocked by the conflict
in Ukraine and the potential for a third world war is all too real.
We have all witnessed the shocking pictures, devastation and
human suffering that the war has caused. Thousands of people
have been killed or injured and millions of civilians displaced. As
a consequence, the West has mobilised support for Ukraine on
an unprecedented scale. This has included military, humanitarian,
financial and moral support to its government and its people.

In business, and indeed in any
relationship, trust is essential
and, as productivity practitioners,
we are all well aware of the need
to be honest and transparent in
relations with others.
Who knows when the conflict will end and what the eventual
outcome will be. There will, of course, be many lessons learned
and every country, even those not directly involved, will have to
re-examine their priorities as a consequence.
Certainly, one of the lessons learned, or perhaps reinforced,
will be the importance of the fundamentals of ‘truth, trust and
integrity’. The lack of trust prior to and during the conflict has
been plain for all to see and the truth hard to find. It has been said
that, ‘The first casualty of war is the truth’ attributed to US Senator
Hiram W Johnson, in 1918, and never has this statement been
more evident than during this conflict.
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In business, and indeed in any relationship, trust is essential and,
as productivity practitioners, we are all well aware of the need to
be honest and transparent in relations with others. Mutual respect
is a key factor and this cannot be achieved without trust. Indeed, it
is no coincidence that the motto on the Institute’s Heraldic Shield
is ‘Veritatem Petimus’ which means ‘we seek the truth’. However,
often when presented with the truth some clients’ attitude is,
‘don’t confuse me with the facts, I have my own opinion’.
Perhaps another lesson learned from the conflict, is the problem
of placing too much reliance on one source for essential supplies.
Europe and its dependence on Russian oil, coal and gas is one
example. Another, is its reliance on Ukraine for a whole range of
produce, including grain, sunflower oil, sugar, nuts and natural
honey. (Russia and Ukraine combined account for nearly a quarter
of the total global exports of wheat.) The economic implications of
trying to deal with this disruption in supply for many countries is
significant, and the need to secure vital resources from elsewhere,
critical.
I find it interesting that as a result of the above, every
government has had to re-visit its future energy plans. In the
UK, for example, we are currently reassessing our policies on oil
exploration, coal, nuclear power and even the dreaded ‘F’ word,
fracking. These are all back on the agenda and, of course, the
implications for the targets set at COP26 will be significant. It will
be interesting to see what the results will be when governments
reconvene at COP27 in Egypt in November of this year.
A bit closer to home, the Institute continues to see an a strong
demand for training, with our principal training provider,
Scott-Grant, reporting that this includes repeated remote/live
training with overseas groups, as well as conventional training
across all sectors, with productivity a vital tool to help combat some
of the national and international challenges. This in turn, is helping
to boost membership and promote the productivity message.
So in terms of my theme, and the implications for the
productivity practitioner, it is to continue to ‘seek the truth’
in order to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of our
organisations, as we endeavour to recover from the economic
and inflationary pressures that have arisen from the turmoil and
disruption caused by the Russian/Ukrainian conflict.
Dr Andrew Muir
Chairman
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Institute News
Boost Your Career
with the IMS CPD
Programme

I

nstitute members who are seeking to enhance their
career prospects, should consider continuing professional
development (CPD) which is used by many professionals to
develop new skills and knowledge throughout their career.
CPD has become crucial in terms of career progression. It is
a proactive and conscious form of learning which uses various
methods to help individuals either learn new skills or develop
existing ones.
As the name suggests, CPD is an ongoing learning process.
It is also a self-driven form of learning, with the individual
deciding their own additional training needs. Participation
in CPD offers numerous benefits to both the individual and
their employer. For you as a professional, it helps to ensure
your skills and knowledge are up to date, and the professional
standard of your Institute registrations and qualifications are
maintained. For your employer, it ensures that the company
standards are both high and consistent.
Your employer will see that you are actively dedicated to
the job role and value your commitment to the role. Whether
you’re looking for a promotion, or you’re hoping to gain
employment with a prestigious company, CPD can really help.
It enables you to stand out from the crowd, with research
showing that those who have undertaken CPD, have a
significantly higher chance of gaining a promotion or moving
on to a different area within their chosen field. Practically
anything which can further your knowledge and skills is classed
as CPD.
Details of the Institute’s continuing professional
development programme can be found at
www.ims-productivity.com by clicking on the home page
‘Education’ tab then clicking on CPD tab on drop down menu.

President Visits USAF
at Lakenheath

I

MS President, Professor Colin Coulson-Thomas recently
visited RAF Lakenheath to watch the morning take off of
F15Es and F35s, have briefings and discussions, tour the
United States Air Force base and visit the flight line.
Areas the institute is concerned with such as productivity,
efficiency, working with complementary and supportive
technologies, automation, balancing workloads and managing
change were at the heart of many of the issues that Professor
Coulson discussed during his visit.
USAF host, Captain Adrian V Herrera, said: “The Chief of Staff
of the United States Air Forces directed a priority of the service to
‘accelerate change or lose’ and you can see that permeating to us
at the flying squadrons. Here at Lakenheath, we are integrating
so much more with our NATO partners than ever before, and
transforming workflow processes beyond the bureaucracy.”

Write for MSJ!
The Management Services team are always looking
for new and interesting features to publish. We also
need your news and points of view about what
appears in the Journal. If you would like to contribute
to your Journal just send your articles and news to
Mel Armstrong, Editor, Management Services, at
imsjournal011@gmail.com.

Learn how to improve productivity
We offer a range of courses to study productivity improvement and work measurement
•
•
•
•
•

IMS Measurement Practitioner qualification: Time Study, MOST® or Activity Sampling
IMS Productivity Analyst qualification
The MOST® technique and re-certification
Performance Rating clinics, including remotely managed
Appreciation courses and Lean techniques

Check out the details in www.scott-grant.co.uk/study-productivity
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Book Reviews
Title: Design Thinking For Business Growth
Author: Michael Lewrick
Publisher: John Wiley & Sons (March 2022)
ISBN-10: 1119815150
Pages: 352

A

n eye-opening,
fresh approach
to designing and
scaling business models
and ecosystems is offered
by this publication, in
which author Michael
Lewrick delivers a
comprehensive procedural
model for the design,
development and implementation of business ecosystems. He
also presents the most critical design methods and tools you
will need to make your own ecosystem a success.
The author has in recent years worked very intensively on
the mindset that enables us to solve diverse types of problems.
He is a bestselling author, business entrepreneur and visiting
professor at various universities. His ideas, books, and firm,
Lewrick & Company, help mobilise people around the world
to better lead innovation, digital transformation, and business
growth in an era of increasingly rapid change.
Design Thinking for Business Growth delivers a
comprehensive procedural model for the design, development,
and implementation of business ecosystems. The book also
presents an explanation of the most critical design methods
and tools you will need to make your own ecosystem a success.
The book explains in a meaningful way how the complexity
of value streams in systems can be identified, advising the
reader on how to create the missing value streams, innovate
and orchestrate a business ecosystem. The reader will have
explained to them in detail the required mindset shifts and
how to successfully strategise in ecosystems. The book’s many
illustrations describe in detail how the practitioner can get
from design thinking, over validation to scale in a fast and
complete way.
This is the fourth book in Wiley‘s Design Thinking series and
it takes a broader view of design thinking while also focusing
on one of the future skills: The Design of Business Ecosystems.
I recommend this book to managers and executives in
industries of all types who deal with growth strategies. The
book not only explains the theory but provides a step-by-step
guide to the application of business ecosystem design.
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Title: Shift: Transform Motion into Progress in Business
Author: Richard Lees and Azlan Raj
Publisher: John Wiley & Sons (Jan 2022)
ISBN-10: 1119810140
Pages: 304

O

rganisations around the world do
their best to deliver meaningful,
effective and efficient customer
experiences, but many are encountering
difficulty translating their actions
into progress. These businesses find
that, despite a plethora of initiatives,
programmes, and plans, inclusive and
excellent customer service remains
stubbornly out of reach.
In Shift: Transform Motion into Progress in Business,
business leaders are provided with a practical and coherent
approach to creating the consistently exceptional customer
experience that would set their business apart from the
competition.
The authors link three key themes – a clear vision with
clear performance indicators, an aligned team, and a deep
understanding of the marketplace – and outline their
importance in the quest for the ideal client experience. They
explain the importance of measuring progress through the
eyes of the customer and ensuring that the measures that
matter to customers are improving.
The book is written in a style that is applicable to both
small and large businesses. Readers will also find the book is
written in a way that is very readable and easy to digest. The
content makes the reader think differently and its content is
easy to apply as it contains many handy, practical tips. It was
just easy to get through and the most I have enjoyed reading
a business book.
This book will appeal to marketers, business leaders
and anyone who wants to be inspired by new ideas as it
integrates business concepts, marketing strategies and reallife stories into one compelling read.
The authors in drafting this book seek to guide the reader
so they are able to distinguish between motion and progress
in order for them to know how to turn the motion they are
generating into actual progress.
Obtain the book, read it and re-read it, and you will gain
a whole new perspective on how to deliver meaningful
progress back to your business,
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Productivity News
Gender Diversity in UK Boardrooms

A

n international annual study by Deloitte of more than
10,000 publicly listed companies, including 509 from the
UK, found that 30% of board seats in the UK were held
by women.
This was 7.4% higher than in 2019 – the year the report was
first compiled – and saw the UK rank ninth in the world for
boardroom diversity. However, the UK still sat below six other
European countries, and also fell behind New Zealand and
South Africa.
The report was created in collaboration with campaign
group The 30% Club and analysed data from 10,493
companies in 51 countries. The report is a comprehensive
survey and fully explores the efforts of countries to promote
boardroom gender diversity.
The report indicates that in the UK there are no mandatory
quotas for women on company boards. There have however,
been several government initiatives promoting board diversity
in recent years. The 2011-2015 Davies Review on gender
diversity passed the baton to the Hampton Alexander Review,
which was launched in 2016 with an initial target of 33%
representation of women on boards by the end of 2020. In
February 2021, a five-year report was published summarising
the progress made and highlighting opportunities for future
initiatives.
Jackie Henry, Managing Partner for People and Purpose
at Deloitte UK, said that while the UK was moving in the
right direction when it came to the number of board seats
held by women, the country was still “a long way behind our
European neighbours”.
Board diversity is a demonstration of an organisation’s

commitment to inclusion. We know that leadership sets the
tone for the rest of the business; increased ethnic diversity and
female participation at all levels is vital if businesses want to
have a truly inclusive culture.
The full report can be seen at: https://bit.ly/38iGqfN

Annual UK Apprenticeship Week

T

he annual, week-long celebration of apprenticeships
in England took place earlier this year. The week
showcased how apprenticeships have helped employers
and people of all ages and backgrounds. Employers are
encouraged to promote the great work of their apprentices,
whilst highlighting the many benefits apprenticeships bring to
their business. The week involves apprentices at all stages of
their learning.
There are many benefits to employing an apprentice,
including reducing the cost of recruitment, training and
retaining talent, increasing productivity, rejuvenating your
business and many more.
As part of this year’s celebrations, the Open University
partnered with the 5% Club to undertake a new employer
survey in England. This is intended to provide a greater
insight into employer attitudes and ambitions for
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apprenticeship growth into the coming year.
The 5% Club is a UK-wide charity with more than 600
employer members and exists to inspire positive employer
action for increased and accessible workplace learning.
The charity works tirelessly to ensure the skills system is
optimised for growth and to meet the national skills need.
Every employer will be inspired and encouraged by this
research, to draw their own insights and then develop
their own plans for growth centred on apprenticeships. The
employer survey encourages all employers to take bold and
innovative action to access areas of still untapped potential.
The aim is to create a renewed focus on the inclusive
recruiting and talent management that is so crucial in this
area. The picture from employers as reported in this survey is
encouragingly optimistic.
The full survey report can be seen at: https://bit.ly/3w7F1Sk
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Productivity News

Four Day Working
Week Campaign

T

he campaign for a four day working week in the UK
spearheaded by the 4-Day Week movement is gathering
pace, with more workers and companies becoming
involved.
Back in January, the scheme announced it was looking to
get as many companies involved as it could in a six-month pilot
commencing in June 2022. Working with Oxford and Cambridge
Universities, the pilot will study levels of worker wellbeing and
productivity as people are paid the same salary to work one less
day every week.
At the deadline for companies to sign up to the trial in mid-April,
more than 3000 workers at 60 companies across the UK had agreed
to trial a four day week for six months.
The trial will involve a huge variety of industries. Organisations
including brewers Pressure Drop, a Norfolk fish and chip shop, the
Royal Society of Biology and the British arm of camera company
Canon, are just a few of the institutions involved.
Past studies of the idea of a four day working week have
highlighted several benefits for both companies and employers
which include increased productivity and profits, while workers can
enjoy better wellbeing and work-life balance. There can even be
benefits for the environment due to less commuting.
The concept of reducing the working week started with the
success of trade unions in the early 1900s when the working week
was reduced from six to five days. The idea of a reduced working
week gained pace in the 1970s and became more mainstream in
the 2000s.
In 2018, New Zealand company Perpetual Guardian trialled six
four-day weeks, as part of a study run by University of Auckland
Business School and Auckland University of Technology. The
research showed that it was a resounding success. The pilot
lowered workplace costs, improved work-life balance, reduced
stress levels and, crucially, didn’t reduce revenue. Perpetual
Guardian then made the scheme permanent.
Microsoft conducted a similar scheme in Japan in 2019, with the
Japan study producing greater sales per employee and significantly
reduced costs. It’s thought that the Microsoft trial had an enormous
influence on the Japanese government’s 2021 recommendation
that companies offer their employees a four-day week to improve
work-life balance.
The four-day working week website can be seen at:
https://www.4dayweek.co.uk/

The Next Great Disruption
is Hybrid Work

M

icrosoft Corp has announced findings from its
first-annual Work Trend Index. Titled The Next Great
Disruption Is Hybrid Work — Are We Ready? the
report uncovers seven hybrid work trends every business leader
must be aware of as we enter a new era of work.
Research indicates that business leaders should resist the urge
to see hybrid work as business as usual and that it will require
the rethinking of long-held assumptions and work strategies,
as the choices made today will impact on the organisation well
into the future. Jared Spataro, Corporate Vice President for
Microsoft 365 said, “These decisions will impact everything from
how you shape culture and how you attract and retain talent,
to how you can better foster collaboration and innovation.”
Hybrid work is a blended model, where some employees
return to the workplace and others continue to work from
home. The report shares how Microsoft is evolving a hybrid
work strategy for its 160,000+ employees around the world.
The report stresses two things: flexible work is here to stay
and the talent landscape has fundamentally shifted. Remote
work has created new job opportunities, offered more family
time, and provided options for whether or when to commute.
But there are also challenges ahead. Teams have become
more siloed this year and digital exhaustion is a real and
unsustainable threat.
With over 40% of the global workforce considering leaving
their employer this year, a thoughtful approach to hybrid work
will be critical for attracting and retaining diverse talent.
The report explores in detail how the year 2020 created
lasting changes to the way we work, and the trends that will
shape the future of a hybrid work world.
Read the report at: https://bit.ly/3MbJf0P

Do you need help to improve your productivity?
We supply qualified Industrial engineers, productivity analysts,

From us you get accurate time standards, reliable information,

MOST® practitioners, Lean specialists.

practical help, specialist advice and involvement.

People on contract to supplement your teams, people to undertake
or manage productivity projects or to structure MOST® data.
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Find out more at www.scott-grant.co.uk/about-us
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Productivity News

Malta National
Productivity Board

T

he National Productivity Board of Malta was set up in 2019,
and analyses the country’s productivity and competitiveness.
The analysis takes into account the euro area and EU aspects,
and addresses the long-term drivers and enablers of productivity and
competitiveness, including innovation, and the capacity to attract
investment, businesses and human capital.
It also addresses cost and non-cost factors that can affect prices
and quality content of goods and services, including those relative
to global competitors in the short-term. Such an analysis is based on
transparent and comparable indicators. The National Productivity
Board is also tasked with the preparation of the annual report on
productivity.
The National Productivity Report 2021 focuses on the role of digital
transformation as a tool that can foster productivity gains leading to
improved economic outcomes and to a higher quality of life, which will
enable Malta to achieve higher productivity.
The full report can be seen at: https://bit.ly/3sy4Pou

Public Sector Workers
Want Flexible Working

Government Review into
the Future of Work

hree quarters of public sector workers would be more
likely to stay in a job that allowed remote or hybrid
working, a study has found.
The report, published by the Open University and Public
Sector Executive (PSE), indicates that hybrid or remote
working made organisations more attractive across the
public sector, with 73% of those polled saying they would be
more likely to stay in a job that offered this. This increased
to nine out of ten in the government and local authorities
sectors.
The findings, based on a poll of more than 2600 public
sector employees across all levels of seniority, found the
majority (62%) of staff now work remotely for one or more
days per week, with 76% of those surveyed saying they would
like to do this.
However, most public sector employees said they wanted a
blended approach to remote working. Of those polled, 29%
indicated they wanted to be in the office on one or two days
a week, while 26% indicated their preference was for three
to four days. A quarter (24%), said they wanted to be in the
office full time.
It was found that of the 29% who said they were currently
working remotely full time, just one in five (21%) wanted this
arrangement to be permanent.
The report found there was also a demand for upskilling
opportunities. The combination of digital service delivery and
remote working had made technology skills essential, with
the survey indicating that 35% of public sector employees
reporting they would like to improve their digital skills.
The full report can be seen at: https://bit.ly/3L2W8bX

rime Minister, Boris Johnson has asked Matt Warman
MP to lead a review over the coming year, into how the
government can best support a thriving future UK labour
market.
The government says that creating a highly-skilled workforce
in the UK will power its mission to grow a high-productivity,
high-wage economy that builds the foundation for prosperity
across the whole country and for a sustainable solution to
tackling economic challenges like the rising cost of living.
As part of the review, Mr Warman will look at how the
government could best shape the labour market so it is fit for
the future, including short- and medium-term barriers and the
challenges that the labour market might face, such as the role
of automation. He is also expected to explore the role of local
labour markets in facilitating access to good jobs as areas aim to
level up across the country, as well as where skills development
is most needed to drive future economic growth.
Matt Warman MP said, “The nature of work is changing at
a rapid pace and Britain is uniquely positioned to seize new
opportunities. Businesses big and small have evolved how they
work hugely in the last two years, and employees today need
different skills and protections to thrive. Getting that balance
right will provide tangible economic and social benefits to both
companies and working people”.
Mr Warman will work with experts on labour market policy,
including across government, parliamentarians, academia and
think tanks, to develop a detailed assessment on key issues
facing the labour market and provide a set of recommendations
for Government to consider.
Original information source: https://bit.ly/3NdwYZV

T
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Complex Adaptive
Systems in Project
Management
Human capacity building and
leadership: Cases in the South
Pacific Part II. David W Parker
and Ruben B Markward.

I

f we have learned just one thing over the last decade, it
is that the majority of improvement initiatives and social
development interventions have totally or partially failed
due to our inability to adequately undertake project-based
management. Complex adaptive systems (CAS) exploit our
understanding of autonomous human behaviour and gives
insights into why these projects fail to deliver on their objectives.
Moreover, it identifies how specific training in CAS can result in
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greater project success rates. In part I of this article (MSJ, Spring
2022), the authors described CAS and the influence of ‘agency’
in project management. In part II, the authors explore the six
concepts in managing agile practice.

The Project Team as a Complex Adaptive
System (CAS)
As the empirical literature attest, traditional command-andcontrol management is largely derived from the principles of
Frederick Taylor’s scientific management. Taylor’s scientific
management approach was based in turn on the 17th
century science of Newton that saw the world as a vast and
magnificently ordered ‘clockwork universe’ governed by the
classical laws of nature. Scientific management is recognised
as the prime mover in lifting the working masses in developed
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The agile leader,
therefore, must be
continually vigilant
to merit the mantle
of leadership:
monitoring progress,
and keeping a finger
on the pulse of the
team.

countries to new levels of affluence in the 20th century. In
today’s world, however, we have trouble imposing commandand-control management on teams because working masses
have been replaced by knowledge workers.
In the OEM (original equipment manufacture) industry,
for example, we have situations where skilled engineers and
scientists are often held in greater esteem than their managers.
In Taylor’s world, it was the manager who had the specialised
problem-solving knowledge. Today, this problem-solving
knowledge resides with the knowledge workers, encompassing
everyone. So, how do we adapt project management techniques
to deal with this reality?
Scientists have explored living systems in many fields – as
diverse as biology and economics – to search for common
properties that explain complex phenomena. They have identified
many natural systems (brain, immune systems, ecologies,
societies), so many artificial systems (parallel and distributed
computing systems, artificial intelligence systems, artificial
neural networks, evolutionary programmes) are characterised by
complex behaviours that emerge as a result of interactions among
their component systems at different levels of an organisation.
These results have been used to unravel the mysteries of the
collective behaviour of living systems in nature, for strategic
purposes. While the individual agents in these groups possess
only local strategic rules and capacity, their collective behaviour
is characterised by an overlaying order, self-organisation, and a
collective intelligence that is greater than the sum of individuals.
In addition, these living systems regularly display a remarkable
ability to adapt to a complex and dynamic environment.
Simply stated, complexity holds forth some fundamental ideas
about living systems:
•
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Living systems are complex, in that they consist of a great
many agents interacting with each other in a great many ways

•

The interaction of individual agents is governed by simple,
localised rules

In turn, this allows development of an agile project
management framework:
•

•
•
•

The richness of the interactions of the agents allows
the system as a whole to undergo spontaneous
self-organisation, whereby complex order, known as
emergent order, arises from the system itself, rather than
from an external dominating force
These complex self-organising systems are adaptive in that
they react differently under different circumstances.
Holistic patterns emerge that overlay the individual
behaviour of the agents
These systems co-evolve with their environment (changes
in the environment cause changes in their behaviour,
which in turn cause changes in the environment) to a point
where a dynamic equilibrium is reached. This point, where
continuous learning and adaptation are in balance with
continuous change, is known as the edge of chaos

If we view our organisations and teams as complex adaptive
systems, then knowledge of CAS learned elsewhere can be
applied to drive a new approach to project management. In
particular, the rules of traditional project management can
be retrofitted to a new CAS model. We have applied lean
systems thinking and agile project management successfully in
training and with several Pacific islands’ development projects2.
This has been the philosophical underpinning of our project
management course delivery.
If we have learned just one thing over the last decade,
it is that the majority of improvement initiatives and social
development interventions have totally or partially failed
due to our inability to adequately undertake project-based
management. A CAS exploits our understanding of autonomous
human behaviour and gives insights into why these projects fail
to deliver on their objectives. Moreover, it identifies how specific
training in CAS can result in greater project success rates. In this
article, the authors describe CAS and the influence of agency in
project management and draw on institutional development
projects that have been carried out in the Pacific region.

Six Concepts in Managing Agile Projects
A complex adaptive system (CAS)-based project management
framework with six Agile Project Management (PM) concepts for
managing agile development projects, include – guiding vision,
teamwork and collaboration, simple rules, open information,
light touch and agile vigilance.
Together these concepts help us to manage our teams as
complex adaptive systems, while allowing us the freedom to
overlay our own personal leadership styles. The six concepts
build on the fundamentals of CAS, as shown in Table 1. Key
concepts are:

Guiding Vision
When a project vision is translated into a statement of the
greater purpose of the organisation, and communicated
to all members of the team, it serves as a field that has a
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Table 1

Complex Adaptive Systems Principle

Agile Project Management in Practice

Non-material fields exert force on
material objects

Guiding Vision.
Recognising vision as a non-material field rather
than an elusive destination results in vision
continuously guiding and influencing behaviour in
positive ways.

Autonomous, intelligent agents form the
basis of CAS. Interactions between these
agents result in self-organisation and
other emergent phenomena. Recognition
and awareness of agency threats.

Teamwork and Collaboration.
Recognising individual team members as intelligent,
skilled professional agents and placing a value
on their autonomy is fundamental to all other
practices. Teamwork and Collaboration form
the basis for rich interactions and cooperation.
Enhanced cooperation and communication that
reduces agency threats.

Local, strategic rules support complex,
overlaying behaviour in a team
environment.

Simple Rules.
Simple Rules that are explicit and clear to follow.

Information is energy that serves as an
agent of change and adaptation.

Open Information.
Open information is an organising force that allows
teams to adapt and react to changing conditions in
the environment.

Emergent order is a bottom-up
manifestation of order, while imposed
order is a top-down manifestation.

Light Touch.
Intelligent control of teams requires a delicate mix
of imposed and emergent order.

Non-linear dynamical systems are
continuously adapting when they reach a
state of dynamic equilibrium termed the
edge of chaos.

Agile Vigilance.
Visionary leadership implies continuously
monitoring, learning and adapting to the
environment.

powerful effect on their behaviour. It can permeate the project
environment and influence team behaviour in extremely positive
ways, much more so than a simple task can. The vision needs to
become a guiding force that helps the team make consistent
choices, rather than embody an elusive end-state on a piece of
paper.
The agile manager can guide the team and continuously
influence team behaviour by defining, disseminating and
sustaining a guiding vision. At the outset of the project, there
is a need to work closely with the customer to understand the
vision for the project, how it is expected to support business
goals, and how it will be used. To promote team ownership of
the vision, there must be group discussion with the team to
build a joint project vision. A strong grasp of the vision will help
the team through difficult decisions about business value and
priority, and keep them focused on and inspired by the ultimate
goal.
The traditional process of reducing project tasks into eversmaller components for assignment and tracking, often causes
degeneration into fractal tasks; tasks at ever repeated smaller
scales. The traditional tool for guidance – a project plan with
fractal tasks – often has tasks at too small a level to be really
meaningful.
Instead, there is a need to maintain a focus on the ‘forest over
the trees’ and promote a planning process that keeps tasks at
a level that sets intent and desired outcome, while preserving
flexibility for the team innovation and autonomy. Throughout
the project, the leader must gently guide the team to maintain
focus on the vision. Everyday decisions and interactions are
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opportunities to reinforce the vision and create positive energy.
One must be beware of actions that are not consistent with the
vision and message, this kind of dissonance creates the negative
energy that deflates teams.

Self-organisation and Emergent Order
Emergent issues are due in part to rich interactions between
agents in a CAS. These phenomena are explained by expressing
the sum of the interactions of a CAS as connectivity with
each agent working in alignment with other agents. It is
this connectivity that we argue can be manifested through
teamwork and collaboration.
We have all recognised that when people work together
leveraging complementary individual strengths, the results
can be exceptional. But getting people to work this way can
be a challenge and it cannot happen by mandate. The project
manager’s role is to actively facilitate collaboration and establish
the conditions for good relationships.
A good relationship among team members starts with the
project manager’s relationship with the team members. The
leader sets the standard and is the role model for the others.
The leader needs to take steps to get to know each team
member as a person – know what makes each tick outside of
work and what motivates each of them at work. In addition, by
treating each person with respect, one is able to establish the
model for working relationships.
In addition to getting to know the team members, the leader
should help team members get to know each other by creating
opportunities under the right conditions. To set the right
conditions, it is necessary to establish an environment in which
team members treat each other with respect. There may be a
need to intervene to stop disrespectful behaviour.
We recognise that many managers may not be able to pick
and choose their team but, if at all possible, the first practical
step in building a collaborative team is selecting team members
with the right attitude and complementary skills. Particularly,
if the organisation has not worked with lean thinking before,
the team members should be people who are adaptable and
willing to try new ways of working (although having a few nonbelievers can have its advantage).
In theory, lean teams have no experts – all developers work
on all aspects. In reality, sometimes experts are needed when
the team is learning some new tools or a specific component

requires technology with which the organisation has no
experience. One must ensure that the role of experts and
learning goals are clearly defined in order to achieve positive
collaboration.
This initial stage of the project also provides the project
manager with opportunities to get to know the team members
and help them get to know each other. The time-honoured
team-camp can be combined with techniques often using
sessions such as sharing personal and professional information.
In addition, the project manager should ensure that the physical
workspace is arranged in a way that facilitates collaborative
activities, such as pair programming and team problem solving.
Ideally, the team should be located in an open space with both
individual and common areas.
Keep in mind that such open but close quarters have the
potential to both encourage and inhibit collaboration. Some
people may not be comfortable bringing their technical
problems to the group. You should be finding ways to gradually
get developers used to this mode of working, such as beginning
with pair programming and smaller groups, and demonstrating
that bringing a problem to the group is not a sign of weakness.
Some developers will want help but are not good at asking
for it. However, this assumes developers of projects are there
in-country or on-site where they also have access to the
implementation team. In international development projects
this is not always the case.
Planning sessions are fertile ground for developing a common
understanding and respect between the developers and the
client – something that is often sadly lacking in many projects.
With the right kind of leadership, as the project progresses,
these sessions can become highly collaborative and creative,
resulting in improved morale and a better product. Basic
facilitation techniques such as making sure all parties have
an opportunity to speak, summarising and confirming, and
drawing out concerns, can help to build the team collective.
There are many situations that can impede collaboration,
such as disrespectful treatment, egotism and nonperforming
team members. The project manager must monitor the
team dynamics and decide when to intervene. As the project
progresses, continue to look for special opportunities to get to
know people better and to help the team know each other. For
example, giving team members, fun (positive!) nicknames. The
team that laughs and plays together works together better.
In a CAS, agents follow simple rules, but their interactions can
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result in complex behaviour emerging from the bottom-up over
time. For example, birds in a flock follow simple rules such as
avoiding objects, keeping pace and staying close to other birds.
By following these simple rules, flocks of birds exhibit complex,
collective behaviour by flying in formation for long distances
and adapting to changing conditions along the way.
We have used the twelve stages of agile projects as a set of
simple rules in teaching project management and for numerous
development projects. The lean practices provide the team with
a flexible structure within which to work. To use agile methods
with simple rules, they must be explicitly stated and agreed to
by all members of the team at the outset, although the team
should have the ability to modify practices that are not working
or add new practices.
In applying the agile practices, you set up simple generative
rules that are just enough to provide clear boundaries, but not
so much as to restrict the autonomy and creativity of the team.
Throughout the project, point out when practices are not being
followed and seek to understand why, looking for opportunities
to adjust and improve on the practices or their practical use.
In a CAS, speedy, accurate and timely information is the
lifeblood of change and adaptation. Interactions between
agents involve the exchange of information. The richness of the
interactions between agents therefore, depends in large part on
the openness of the information.
For an agile team to be able to adapt, information must
be open and free flowing. Traditional managers have long
prevented this openness and freedom because of a fear that it
will result in chaos. Because of this fear, traditional managers
have controlled information and meted it out on a need-toknow basis. On traditionally managed projects, teams often
feel like they don’t know what is going on – only the project
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manager has the master plan and only the project manager
interacts with project sponsor.
In agile-project world, information is freed to leverage its
power. Agile practices, for example, promote open access
to information – story cards are public property, as is visible
documentation of all status information such as the tracking
data. Collective project language ownership encourages
everyone to contribute to the project. Customer and developer
are placed in close proximity via on-site customer to promote an
open exchange of information.

Open Information
To promote open information, we try a variety of techniques:
•
Place team members within close proximity of each other
whenever possible.
•
Make use of information radiators such as whiteboards,
charts, etc to disseminate information. We make extensive
use of mind-mapping techniques and software. Rather than
have status meetings with the project sponsor(s) in an office
or conference room, bring him/her to the project room for
public status reports and hands-on demos.
•
Establish daily status meetings (perhaps via Zoom or Teams)
to promote the flow and exchange of information.
•
Sustain open information exchange between business
domain experts and the development team.

Light Touch
We must apply just enough control to foster emergent order. In
traditional management, everything is seen through the prism
of control: change control, risk control and most importantly
– people control. Elaborate methodologies, tools and practices
have been evolved to try and manage an out-of-control world.
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But tools fail when neat linear task-breakdowns cannot easily
accommodate cyclical processes, and neat schedules require
frequent updating to reflect the reality of changing dates and
circumstances. Complex start-to-finish plans laid out in advance
of a project carry a certain naïve optimism that the future will
not stray too far from what has been laid out.
In the zealousness of imposing more and more control,
managers seem to have forgotten the original purpose of
control – to create order. As traditional managers, we had
come to believe that more control would give us more order.
Unfortunately, this conventional view doesn’t really help
us in the uncertain real world because life is characterised
by probabilities, not certainties. As experience teaches, all
unforeseen events can befall the best of plans in an instant.
Skilled professionals do not take well to micro-management.
Tools and techniques reach their limitations quickly when used
inappropriately.
Instead, if we realise that increased control does not cause
increased order, we can approach management with courage,
we can recognise that we don’t know everything in advance. We
cannot really plan it all out on a project plan in detail. We do
not really know when things are going to get done in advance,
so we can’t really pinpoint when they will be done in detail in
a project schedule. So, we will need to relinquish some control
in the interests of achieving greater order. Therefore, we have
established the final principle – apply just enough control.
Without any control at all, there exists a certain level of
order due to self-organisation, depending on the team skills
and dynamics. Initially, as control increases, order increases
somewhat linearly, and reaches a narrow plateau quickly,
decreasing very rapidly afterwards. Of course, the conventional
view holds that the initial condition of no control starts off
without any order at all, with an increasing linear relationship.
Visionary control is a delicate mix of emergent and imposed
order. To impose order, you must direct some control, but
do it with a light touch. With a progressive light-touch
mindset, lay out project plans at a high enough level to give
the team room for innovation, creativity and rapid response
to dynamic environments. Ensure that the project plans are
synchronised with your guiding vision, and that they are based
on functionality to be delivered and not tasks. Give your teams
a level of autonomy to quickly adapt solutions to changing
situations on their own. Dismantle rigid command and-control
structures to allow teams to follow a more adaptive, organic
model. Step back from your project and give the team a chance
to self-organise.
Of course, viewed too closely, this emergent order may
seem like disorder or chaos to the conventional eye. But to the
courageous manager, who is willing to relinquish some control,
the rewards of this practice are manifold – a dynamic and
fulfilled team, innovative solutions and continuous adaptation.

Agile Vigilance
The common thread throughout all the stages is this final
practice. In computer simulations, for example, artificial systems
that operate within a framework of simple rules can sometimes
display amazingly lifelike behaviour – such as imitation. Their
most interesting behaviour occurs at the border between order
and chaos – unpredictable enough to be interesting and ordered
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Building and nurturing a
successful team is difficult and time
consuming – it requires creativity,
flexibility, and attentiveness to the
unique qualities and interactions of
individuals.

enough to avoid falling into chaos.
It is our contention, underpinned from applied use of these
techniques, that the most creative and agile work of a team
occurs at this hypothetical edge of chaos.
However, just as in dynamical non-linear systems, we believe
that operating on this edge requires continuous learning and
adaptation to changing environmental conditions. Of course, all
good things come with a price. The price of agility on the edge
of chaos is eternal vigilance. In leading a team by establishing
a guiding vision, fostering teamwork and cooperation, setting
simple rules, championing open information, and managing
with a light touch, the job of the agile manager has been
likened to herding cats; each person has his or her own ideas,
and is likely to behave in accordance with those ideas.
You, the agile leader, therefore, must be continually vigilant
to merit the mantle of leadership: monitoring progress and
keeping a finger on the pulse of the team. This does not mean
hovering and controlling everything – remember you have
established simple rules and must trust in your people and the
process. Instead, it means being observant, continuously seeking
feedback and monitoring success or failure, and adapting by
making changes as situations warrant:
•

•

•

•

•

Reinforce the guiding vision at every opportunity – examine
project decisions to see whether they line up with the
vision.
Continually encourage teamwork and collaboration. Talk
to your team members one-on-one as often as possible to
keep a pulse on the heartbeat of the project. Watch for
signs of stress – rising tempers, fatigue etc, and deal with
them quickly. Keep abreast of technology so that you can
interpret the tech-speak of your software developers.
Establish simple rules, but take every opportunity to
conduct process reflections: regularly examine what works
and what needs improvement. Act with courage to make
changes when you feel they are necessary.
Work relentlessly to break down the barriers to information
sharing. Keep apprised of cultural sensitivities, egos, and
other such factors that may impinge upon its success.
Operate with a light touch.
Intervene quickly, but wisely to solve personnel issues.
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Motivate and reward initiative, but manage expectations.
Recognise and encourage self-organisation, but disallow
cliques and sub-cultures.

Agency Theory Awareness
As with any project that requires the interaction and
consequential dynamics of varying agents and players, there is
the overshadowing threat of agency issues4. By adopting the
project management methods discussed in this article, agency is
significantly reduced.
Agency theory suggests that divergences will occur when a
principal (client/funding source) and agent, in this case a project
manager/team, interests are different in the execution of a
project. Agency theory can explain the subtleties integral to
the behaviours and relationships between players delivering
a public-private-partnership (PPP) in the context of an
international development (ID) project. The intra-interpersonal
dynamics include governments, non-governmental organisations
(NGOs) and private commercial service providers. Through
the lens of the agency theory, several insightful consequences
have been derived from the cases in this article. ID projects
have particular characteristics that make them unique when
compared to the majority of commercial applications. Agency
theory applies to most relationship situations in which one
party (the principal) delegates authority for control and decision
making about certain tasks to another party (the agent). An
added dimension and level of complexity is a consequence
of the PPP incorporating government, NGOs and private
corporations. The case exemplified the need for PPP ID projects
to build on partner networks to influence and disseminate
outcomes. In the cases explored in this article, some agency
problems were far less prominent than would normally be
seen in a commercial project as a result of using CAS and agile
methods.
The essential assumption underlying the agency theory is
that agents are essentially selfish opportunists who, unless
monitored effectively, will exploit their principals. The
information asymmetry that exists between agents and their
more distant principals provide the basis for opportunism. It is
assumed that the agent will act upon this unless controlled or
incentivised not to do so.
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The agency theory proffers that the principal will need to use
control mechanisms such as monitoring: referred to as agency
costs. Often, organisational theory is used to explain the nature
of a project, which is described as a temporary organisation.
Also, researchers use agency theory to explain the project owner
(principal) appointing the project manager (agent) as the chief
executive of the project, similar to that of a company owner.
Using agency theory, it is possible to evaluate relationships
parsimoniously so as to assess their fragility across a range of
factors. Thus, a critical question for project management is:
How should those associated with the planning, delivery and
execution of an international development project benefit by
applying CAS and agile project management and gain greater
understanding of agency theory to understand implication of
levels of trust?

Conclusion
The lack of guidance for agile developmental projects has
been a gaping hole in the project management community.
The contrast between the world of lean, agile development
and traditional project management has left many managers
wondering what their role should be.
By regarding the agile development team as a complex
adaptive system (CAS) and the manager as an integral part of
that system, we have developed a framework for development
projects. This framework of agile project-based management is
meant to overlay the good practices of existing methodologies
used in your organisation, and provide clear guidelines for the
visionary leadership of projects that use them.
These six aspects of agile project management do not provide
a sure-fire recipe for success. Building and nurturing a successful
team is difficult and time consuming; it requires creativity,
flexibility, and attentiveness to the unique qualities and
interactions of individuals.
However, we have come to understand from experience
that by following these basic practices and adapting them
to individual styles over time, managers find that they add
tremendous value to projects and also that they will enjoy not
only the achievement of success but the journey along the way.
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Foresight and
Looking Ahead
Professor Colin Coulson-Thomas

I

n ambiguous, hazy, precarious and rapidly changing
situations, responsible management services professionals
invariably wonder how resilient the productivity, quality,
systems and other solutions they put in place will be. For how
long will they still be appropriate or relevant? Will the advice
they have given to clients and employers remain valid? Might
what they do and have done be overtaken by events or changing
aspirations and priorities? Do the objectives of past and ongoing
business transformation programmes need to be reviewed?
As events unfold, with hindsight it is often found that there
were contingencies and precautions that could have been put
in place and steps that could have been taken to reduce their
negative impacts and better take advantage of any associated
opportunities. This article looks at foresight and activities that
might help practitioners and those they advise, support and
evaluate to be better prepared. Could what is being done to
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some extent be future proofed or options opened rather than
closed? Are possible alternatives and/or a plan B required?

Time Horizons and Responsibilities
Many practitioners may wish to extend the ‘shelf-life’ of
what they do, if only to avoid waste and unnecessary costs,
so long as it remains relevant and current. While valuable at
all levels, foresight can become even more important over
time, with career advancement and promotion, as perspectives
broaden and a wider range of interests may need to be taken
into account. Senior professionals engaged in more strategic
activities may also be expected to think longer-term. To provide
leadership and strategic direction, directors need to look ahead.
Foresight is especially significant for the directors of a
company who should work for its future success1,2. They have
onerous responsibilities at a time of uncertainty and multiple
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challenges. They and their advisers can sometimes be subject
to forces beyond their control. The people whose prospects
depend upon the decisions they take, can only hope that they
act responsibly and achieve an appropriate balance between
reacting to events and being proactive in the pursuit of
corporate purpose and priorities.
From the myriad of developments and events happening
around them, directors and those who advise them or are
concerned with implementing key decisions, should do their
best to distinguish and focus upon issues that are strategically
significant. They should be alert and as prepared as possible
to deal with the unexpected, as well as being open to new
possibilities. They should never become so distracted, or allow
their individual and collective batteries to be so run down, that
they are unable to respond or lose sight of what is important.
While wrestling with current issues, many directors and
managers devote much of their time to revisiting the past,
whether finalising the accounts for a previous financial year,
monitoring the implementation of past decisions taken
when a previous set of considerations applied, or assessing
compliance with policies whose review might be long overdue.
Similarly, professionals should not be so preoccupied with
current projects that they are not ready for the unexpected, or
thinking about future requirements and preparing for them.

Being Alert, Aware and Sensitive to Signals
and Signs
Directors, managers and practitioners need to be alert, vigilant
and sensitive. They have to be aware of what is happening
around them. Like members of many other species, they
should be alive to early signs of impending storms. They
should avoid becoming surprised and trapped in situations
from which escape might be difficult or costly. Successive crises
and economic downturns or recessions regularly reveal that
in a changed environment some individuals, businesses and
communities have the flexibility of a beached whale.
Awareness does not just happen. Many people are preoccupied, distracted or ‘in their own space’. One may need
to actively look for signals and signs. The monitoring of
external trends and developments and the assessment of their
possible impacts upon an organisation and its stakeholders
is a means of preparing for aspects of the future. However,
clients can change their minds. Discontinuities sometimes
occur. The nature and timing of occurrences may be uncertain
if developments speed up, slow, come to a halt, reverse or
change direction.
Certain events can accelerate change and spur innovation,
lending support to the suggestion that necessity is the mother
of invention. Successive wars have speeded up scientific
progress in a variety of fields. The COVID pandemic accelerated
online shopping and working from home. Advance warning
and forethought can sometimes allow one to react more
quickly than others who are still trying to understand what is
occurring around them and happening to them. Responsible
practitioners should not be so busy, or an operation so lean,
that there is no longer the slack to seize an opportunity or the
capacity to cope with a disruption.
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Coping with Uncertainty and the
Unexpected
There is often a period of calm before a storm. As well as
looking ahead, people should endeavour to be prepared for
a variety of eventualities. The threat or onset of disruption or
discontinuity can lead to uncertainty as to possible outcomes
and the scale and/or trajectory of a development, transition or
recovery. Unexpected events sometimes create opportunities
and/or a feeling of excitement about what might be possible.
Boards, project teams and work groups need members who can
rise to the occasion, be resilient and bounce back.
Uncertainty creates opportunities for professionals. With
disruptive or enabling technologies, these could be about
whether they are feasible and/or usable, how they could be
applied, where, when and in what way and by whom, or which
party or member of a corporate network could use them and for
what purposes. Rather than hurriedly search for right or wrong
answers and quickly take ‘go’ or ‘no go’ decisions, there may be
potential to evaluate and multiple possibilities to explore with
those who have relevant expertise.
Hindsight is sometimes more evident in discussions than
foresight. A chorus of post-event critics may question why action
was not initiated earlier, or different steps taken to prevent
the worst of what happened. Being wise after a crisis is often
easier than determining the best course of action in the heat
of a situation. Carping from spectators who sit on the fence or
colleagues who avoid involvement can irritate those who roll up
their sleeves and engage.

Remaining Balanced, Positive and
Responsible
Negativism and gloomy predictions from persistent doomsters
can also irritate. While foreseeing the future can smack of
clairvoyants, crystal balls and con artists, events sometimes
accelerate the realisation of possibilities that were identified
generations earlier3. Vision and purpose can enable people to
keep going and continue to explore. Proceeding with caution,
while remaining positive, could indicate that both challenges
and opportunities are expected. Anticipation, forethought
and preparedness might be regarded as prudent and evidence
that acumen, prescience, foreknowledge and forewarning are
valued.
Some opportunities are well hidden. A situation may
appear bleak right up until a dawn of new possibilities breaks.
One may need to be alive, awake, solvent and supported to

While valuable at all
levels, foresight can
become even more
important over time with
career advancement
and promotion, as
perspectives broaden
and a wider range of
interests may need to be
taken into account.

take advantage of what emerges. Without being naïve and
irresponsible, leaders can help to maintain morale by remaining
positive and preserving sufficient capability to be able to
flexibly respond, while balancing courage and initiative with
circumspection and vigilance.
Where appropriate, directors should challenge. When postcrisis reviews occur and inspectors and commissions of enquiry
investigate events ranging from fires and floods to failed new
products and company liquidations, warning signs and tell-tale
seeds of what happened are sometimes quickly uncovered.
Early suspects might not last an inspection and become the
root causes of what transpired, but evidence may be uncovered
about what some people knew and what others might have
foreseen or uncovered if they had asked the right questions.

Forecasting and the Evaluation of Scenarios
Environment scanning sometimes enables the first drops of
what may become a deluge to be spotted. For some directors
and senior and project managers, far horizons can seem
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too remote to justify the commitment of effort to advance
preparation. Forecasting when events are likely to occur or
project risks might materialise may help the scoping, planning
and implementation of measures to mitigate, prevent or insure
against adverse impacts, or the putting in place of policies and
arrangements to take advantage of possible opportunities.
The form an event might take, its impacts and their
implications may be very difficult to assess. Forecasts are
only as reliable as any estimates provided by the experts
consulted, the data examined, or the assumptions made in
whatever model is used. Significant differences of view may be
encountered among those contacted. Not only may authorities
disagree, the subjective assessments of individual specialists
can sometimes vary from day to day when the same question is
repeated or similar evidence is provided.
Forecasts and risk assessments involve probabilities.
Distribution curves of possible outcomes might give decision
makers more of a feel for the uncertainties involved than a
single number. When situations and circumstances change
forecasts can also quickly date.
Despite their limitations, possible scenarios and their
consequences may need to be evaluated before contingency
measures can be adopted to address the most likely outcomes.
Sometimes possible scenarios become so alluring that achieving
them may be adopted as a business objective. When enough
forecasts arrive at similar conclusions to create a bandwagon
effect, and/or a possible outcome appeals to sufficient people,
a self-fulfilling prophesy may occur.
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Implications of Possibilities for Different
Parties
Some future scenarios may have implications for those who
commission them and how they operate. Responsible directors,
practitioners and project managers should pay particular
attention to possible consequences for those to whom they
are accountable, such as stakeholders or clients and other
key relationships. Directors should focus upon the primacy
of their duty to a company and implications for it and its
stakeholders. They should avoid becoming distracted by possible
consequences for themselves or particular interests.
When scenarios have distinct implications for certain
stakeholder groups, potentially advantaging some and
disadvantaging others, directors and project managers may
find that the future interests of different groups could become
misaligned and as a result diverge. Political skills may be
required to navigate between contending interests as balances
of power, relevance, significance, costs and benefits quickly
change as events unfold.
Boards and project managers that have achieved some
balance, understanding and stability in respect of different
views about a present situation and context may find a greater
divergence of opinions about what is possible and desirable in
relation to the future. The tone of recent debates may not be
representative of what may happen as events unfold. People
may disagree fundamentally on objectives, strategies and
priorities relating to arising or anticipated events and situations
when very different options emerge and stark choices are
involved.
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Forecasts are only as reliable as any
estimates provided by the experts consulted,
the data examined, or the assumptions
made in whatever model is used.

Direct and Indirect Impacts and
Consequences
When alerted to what may or could happen, some people
instinctively think first about the implications for their own
interests. Boards often focus upon the possible or expected
direct impacts of trends, developments and forecast events and
situations, and how these will affect the activities, operations
and capabilities of the companies they are responsible for. Yet
their indirect impacts or consequences for customers and other
stakeholders may give rise to business opportunities to help
them confront challenges and exploit related openings.
Insecure and uncertain people sometimes react negatively and
defensively to forecasts and possible scenarios. More confident
and positive individuals and teams might proactively look for
opportunities to renew, reposition, repurpose or reinvent.
People in certain roles such as directors, project managers and
senior professionals should expect to encounter difficult issues,
unfamiliar situations and unexpected events that cannot be
easily handled by others. They should be on the lookout for the
next wave and retain the bandwidth to deal with it.
Positive and confident individuals should not be inhibited
by whatever they or their colleagues lack, when there may be
other people and organisations they could collaborate with.
Smart and flexible entrepreneurs, boards and project managers
might be able to quickly align purpose, vision, mission, goals
and objectives to aspirations that appeal strongly to certain
communities of interest and are attainable with collective
effort. Some causes go viral. Shared objectives sometimes gain
sufficient momentum to bring them about come what may.
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Balancing Complexity and Simplicity
One should avoid placing too much confidence in particular
forecasting models and tools just because they are complex and
a lot of effort and cost have been devoted to developing them.
Some advocates of quantification become over dependent
upon numbers that give an aura of rigour, even though the
data used may pre-date significant recent developments. Client
circumstances and concerns may have changed and a company
might be transitioning to a different business model in an
altered context.
Because of difficulty in quantifying them, important
considerations may be overlooked when models are constructed
and estimates are made. Re-reading the work of futurists
many years later can be sobering. Certain scenarios and
prognostications seem like comets or orbiting planets that
appear to return and be discussed every so often. Sometimes
what is considered to be highly probable and tantalisingly close
does not subsequently occur, becomes long-delayed or later
emerges in a very different form from that originally envisaged.
Within some sectors lead times are longer than in others.
A nuclear power plant may take many years to commission
and may not be viewed as a viable option without long-term
commitments from external partners and other parties. In
different fields, greater flexibility may be possible, allowing
more rapid adaptation to changing priorities and requirements.
Indicators of what is likely to be required, or clues as to what
could be needed in the immediate future, might be all around
us. However, the time available to exploit a straightforward
opportunity might be limited. In fluid, uncertain and evolving
situations it might be wise to avoid getting locked in to complex
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and long-term arrangements that might become redundant and
prove difficult to unscramble.

Collective and Collaborative Responses
Some contemporary challenges are existential and global in
their implications and there is a scientific consensus regarding
their impacts4,5. Because addressing them may require collective
effort, more governments may realise that they need to form
coalitions of countries and international organisations with
similar objectives in order to tackle them. International threats
may require collaborative responses, yet in recent years we
have witnessed the inadequacy of purely national responses
of varying effectiveness in the face of a global pandemic, the
likelihood of which appeared on many risk registers.
Even with international cooperation, governments may not be
able to deliver what is needed without the active engagement
and contribution of businesses. More boards may need to be
ready to negotiate, cooperate and form alliances and publicprivate partnerships. They may have to both govern and support
the management of collaborations with public bodies and
companies from different countries and business sectors, with
varying technologies, infrastructure and constitutions, and
subject to diverse laws, regulations and other pressures.
Certain collaborations may involve technical issues that have
policy implications. Some directors and major project managers
might need to acquire, develop or secure access to diplomatic
and scientific awareness and skills. Addressing threats ranging
from extreme weather events to terrorist attacks requires
international action. Sometimes when it rains it pours. The
COVID pandemic has highlighted the harm a toxic pathogen
can cause. Many companies and public health systems could
be better prepared for future threats6. They may need to work
together to increase national and international resilience.

flexible, resilient and sustainable model of operation creates a
requirement for the governance and management of multiple
initiatives, programmes and collaborations. Forewarned is
forearmed.
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Awareness, Understanding, Commitment and
Action
Responsible people should be ever alert, open to possibilities
and prepared for various eventualities. Foresight can also be
about resilience and the ability to recover from the impacts of
crystallised risks. Coping with consequences and recovery to a
situation in which a client or company and its stakeholders are
better positioned to cope with future disasters and other issues
can take time. Ideally, business and operating models should be
sufficiently fluid, organic and able to adapt and evolve to match
whatever is determined or materialises.
Awareness of what might happen and an understanding of
possible consequences may not be matched by commitment
to prepare and the action required for an effective response.
Both boards and governments are sometimes inclined to put off
expenditures relating to scenarios that could have significant
and even catastrophic impacts, because they are regarded as
unlikely to occur and/or because of a reluctance to cause alarm.
In some cases, the capability, equipment, measures and supplies
required to respond might also have a limited shelf life.
Various changes and developments suggest future high
impact events may become more frequent. Their consequences
might also be more severe. Recovery activities and the
overlapping timescales involved while transitioning to a more
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The Source
of Confidence
Dr Trevor Bentley

C

onfidence can be described as – a good feeling arising
from a deep understanding of ourselves, our own
abilities, experience and self-belief. Our confidence is
present in situations in which we feel at home, ie our ‘comfort
zones’. In situations that are more difficult, unknown and/or
threatening we may not feel so confident.
I was interviewing a 17 year old student for the role of
a director of the school’s ‘Young Enterprise’ business.
He seemed shy and diffident until I asked him about his
pastime of rock climbing. I had done some rock climbing
and I was surprised that he had said in his application
that he led climbs up to VS (very severe). His eyes lit
up as he told me how much he enjoyed climbing and
how he felt really confident when he was climbing,
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and respected by his climbing friends many of whom
were much older than him. I asked him why he had not
mentioned this earlier in his interview. He told me that
his parents had ‘warned’ him about going on about
his climbing. The more we talked the more I saw his
potential as a director for the business.
When I meet confident people I am usually curious about where
their confidence has come from. Is it specific to certain skills they
have, or is it more a general sense of their own self-worth; and
if it is then how did it arise?

Attitudes and Personality
As we grow and develop from the very earliest age we form our
attitudes and personality. As unique human beings we do this in
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different ways. In my earliest years, I heard from reports later, I
was a very difficult child; never doing what I was told and always
getting into mischief. At school I was always questioning and
challenging authority. I was fortunate in having a headmaster
who instead of punishing me, encouraged me to turn my energy
to something more demanding by making me a prefect and the
school librarian. This was the foundation of my confidence and I
recall feeling that I could tackle anything.
I remember always having an attitude of ‘glass half-full rather
than glass half-empty’. This optimism has stayed with me all my
life, with many challenges and ups and downs in my self-belief.
I am sure my optimistic attitude, whether justified or not, has
been a building block of my confidence and competence.

In the Beginning
When we are born our confidence bank account is full. We are
a package of all kinds of potential including confidence. We see
babies and young children tackling anything.
‘The adults plod along, the children twirl, leap, skip, run
now to this side now to that. Look for things to step on
or jump over or walk along or around. Climb on anything
that can be climbed. I never want to be where I cannot
see it. All that energy and foolishness, all that curiosity,
questions, talk all those fierce passions, inconsolable
sorrows, immoderate joys seem to many a nuisance to be
endured, if not a disease to be cured. To me they are a
national asset, a treasure beyond price1.’
As each day unfolds we start to increase or decrease our
confidence account through the messages we receive from those
around us, especially from important others such as parents,
grandparents and siblings.
Positive and optimistic comments add to our account, negative
and pessimistic comments deplete our account. If we are praised
and encouraged our account grows fast. If we are lucky by
the time we start school we have a healthy confidence bank
balance, which is useful because we might start to experience
some negativity from teachers and peers.
Being good at things helps to build the balance in our
confidence bank account, but to do so it has to be recognised
and rewarded in some way. This starts at home and continues at
school. Recognising someone’s performance and encouraging
them to go even further is important for that person’s confidence
and self-belief. At school I could be awkward and disruptive,
and at one point when I was 14 the headmaster told me that he
thought I could do very well if I would focus on my work, and
stop being the class fool. This really stopped me in my tracks and
resulted (as mentioned earlier) in his appointing me a prefect.
Many years later I worked as a coach with a chief executive
who considered that her lack of criticism of her staff was, in
itself, a form of praise. She went on to say, ‘no one praises me’.
I asked her when this had started and she said, “it’s been going
on all my life”. I asked her what happens when someone does
praise or compliment her, and she answered, “I have never
believed flattery”.
Learning about myself is an essential aspect in increasing my
confidence. Listening and noticing others’ opinions of me and
my values, behaviour and performance helps to strengthen my
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Listening and noticing
others’ opinions of me
and my values, behaviour
and performance, helps
to strengthen my selfbelief, even when these
comments are critical.
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self-belief, even when these comments are critical. If I listen
carefully, rather than dismissing them because I don’t like them,
I will give myself the opportunity to learn. If I just spit them out
along with the feelings they engender, rather than chewing on
them and taking what I want from them, I will simply reinforce
their negative message.
Learning to survive mistakes, and getting it wrong is one
of the best ways of increasing our confidence bank account
balance. There is the apocryphal story of the executive who had
lost his company £15 million on a major project. Expecting to be
sacked, he was surprised when his boss told him he was giving
him an even bigger project; “I have just invested £15 million in
your training, why would I sack you?”.
We will often need support to survive our mistakes, and if
we acknowledge them, and where necessary apologise, we can
learn and grow from them. On one occasion I was running a
workshop and suggested that we do an experimental activity
of making friends with our incompetence. There was a mixed
reaction with several participants unwilling to even engage
with the experiment. Just acknowledging that they could be
incompetent was too big a step for them. To be truly confident
we have to be able to recognise those situations where we
are not competent, and be prepared to learn. I worked with a
colleague who told me that she wouldn’t tackle anything that
she couldn’t do well, and in this way she could maintain her
confidence. I asked her how she tackled new things if she was
cautious about facing the risk of failing, and she agreed that it
was something she wanted to change.
Some people put on a front of being confident, when in
fact they are not. Behind the front they are probably nervous
and insecure and try to cover this with a kind of bravado. I call
this pseudo confidence and in extreme situations it can lead to
arrogance, bombast and lying. At some point they will be found
out, and their confidence balance goes into the red.
For others their sense of well-being and confidence can be
quite fragile. The slightest negative response, or minor failure
can send them into a downward spiral of self-recrimination and
result in a seriously depleted confidence bank account. This is
when resilience is so important.
Resilience is the ability to ‘bounce back’ from difficult
situations in which you have failed or made mistakes that
have hampered your progress. It is also the confidence to face
challenges and difficulties and to overcome adversity. This is
especially important when we suffer a loss of confidence. I was
facilitating a group session at a workshop when one of the
participants said, “I’m bored”, and they got up and left. At this
point my confidence and ability to respond just disappeared,
and all I could do was sit there and wait for someone else to
do something, I was numb. Someone did speak, the session
continued and I found my way back into the conversation. Later,
one of the other facilitators, someone I respected, who was in
the session commented on what had happened and said to me,
“At least you survived the situation. What an excellent learning
experience for you”.
As we continue on our personal life journey if we have had
enough positive feedback we start to believe in ourselves.
By this time our confidence bank account will have a healthy
balance that will rise and fall as we confront the ups and downs
that we are bound to encounter. As we learn from our mistakes
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Healthy narcissism is a sense of positive
self-regard that is based on a realistic
understanding and acceptance of one’s
own strengths and weaknesses.

and enjoy our successes our confidence bank balance continues
to rise, and so does our self-belief.
Much of our confidence arises from the specific circumstances
of our lives. And it is always a challenge to step outside our
usual experiences, or ‘comfort zones’. The more we do this the
more likely it is that we will become confident at facing new
things and new challenges.

Self-belief
If I don’t believe in myself how on earth can I expect others to
believe in me.
I don’t see how it is possible for anyone to lead others without
having a strong sense of self-belief and the ability to portray
this in their words and actions.
Self-belief is not a negative narcissistic trait, or an over-blown
self-opinion, described by Ellinor Greenberg as:
‘Healthy narcissism is a sense of positive self-regard that
is based on a realistic understanding and acceptance of
one’s own strengths and weaknesses. Because healthy
narcissism is based on realistic self-knowledge, it is
relatively impervious to minor slights and failures; it is
stable over time, and it is not overly dependent on what
others think2.
To have self-belief we need to have ‘realistic self-knowledge’,
we have to know ourselves, and understand what makes us tick,
especially in relationships with others.
As our life journey continues, we build up a sense of ourselves
made up of an amalgam of everything that has happened in our
lives. All the ups and downs, all the knowledge we have gained
and learning we have done, and all our experiences. It is always
with us and we cannot shake it off or change it, we can only
add to it by what is happening to us in the present moment.
If during our lives we have been encouraged and supported,
and if we have had sufficient episodes of success and gained
competence in a variety of activities, then it is likely that we will
have a resilient sense of self-belief. It is this that we carry with us
into new experiences, and that is seen by others as confidence.
I had been invited to meet the board of directors of an
organisation that had until recently been very successful.
They described their performance to me as ‘lacklustre’. I
noticed on the wall of the boardroom a framed mission
statement. I went and stood in front of it so that I could
read it. It expressed a vision and purpose that seemed to
fit the business.
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I took the statement off the wall and passed it round
the six directors and asked them how true it was of their
present situation. They all said slightly different things,
and the Chairman said, “it seems as if we have lost our
way”, and I added, “and could it be that you have lost
your self-belief as well?”. The Chairman looked at me for
a moment, “you know I really think we have,” he said.
We agreed to work together and I suggested that this
should be our starting point to find out how this had
happened, before moving to put it right.

Experience
Experience is undergoing a physical, intellectual and emotional
process of learning, from engaging willingly or accidentally, in
an event or activity that leaves a lasting impression.
To use the expression ‘experienced’ about someone implies
that they have had a lot of experiences, either of a wide
variety of events, or of a series of the same, or very similar
activities. So an experienced golfer has played a lot of golf. An
experienced leader has taken the lead on many occasions. An
experienced coach has coached many people in particular skills
or situations; though being experienced does not necessarily
mean that we excel at what we are experienced at, just that
we have done it a lot.
Self-belief and confidence grow with experience, especially
when such experience generally has a favourable outcome,
though experiencing difficulties and overcoming them can also
increase confidence.
I was recently involved in selecting a new CEO at the charity
for which I worked. We were very careful to spell out what we
considered to be the key skills and experience we were looking
for to fit the role. We asked applicants to send us a letter
expressing their interest, an application and their CV. What I
found most interesting was that out of the 80 responses we
received, approximately 20% matched their experience to our
needs, ie their ‘fit’ for the role. They may have had a great deal
of experience, and they were careful to focus on what we were
asking for. This made creating a long list quite straightforward.
The candidate we subsequently appointed focused his
application presentation and his interviews on showing us how
he was a close fit for the role we had advertised. His self-belief
and confidence was infectious and we became confident that he
was the right person for the job.
With confidence comes the capacity to be vulnerable.

Vulnerability
To be vulnerable is to be able to be open to whatever is
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happening and being willing to expose ourselves to the
responses of others, some of which may not be supportive.
When stepping into our discomfort zone, where I seem to be
a lot of the time, being vulnerable becomes a strength that
encourages others to support me. It also has the effect of
undermining those who would wish to attack or diminish me.
I have in the past described myself as a ‘freelance’ consultant.
The term ‘freelance’ originates from the medieval practice of
knights, who did not have a particular sponsor, being ‘free’ to
offer their lance in service of others. Metaphorically speaking I
went everywhere dressed in my armour to protect me, with my
shield to deflect blows, and my sword to inflict pain. As time
passed I learned to leave my armour, shield and sword behind
and walk confidently with my vulnerability.
To be vulnerable is not being weak, it is the exact opposite.
To have strength of character means to be vulnerable, without
fear that I will be taken advantage of, or be unable to cope with
what, and with whom I might meet on my journey.
I am confident that my vulnerability will draw people towards
me rather then push them away. In my mind vulnerability
stands side by side with humility, and both support an empathic
response to others.

Compassion
A key thing I have learned on my journey is to have compassion
for myself, to care about myself, and to forgive myself for my
mistakes. When we are able to do this then we are able to show
the same compassion to others.
To show compassion I have to feel compassionate, I have to
care about myself, and others, and to do this I have to have
a strong sense of who I am and what I stand for. I have to be
confident in my self-belief. This will only happen if over the
years I have been willing to learn and grow, and to have been as
encouraging and supportive of others as they have been of me.
Confidence comes from all the people I have met on my
journey who have seen things in me that I haven’t seen in myself
until they have pointed it out to me. It is through them that I
have come to believe in me.
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Fallibility
I have learned that to say, ‘I don’t know’ and ‘I am wrong’ are
two of the true leaders most powerful utterances.
We are all fallible, but many people act as if they are not,
which is really strange when everyone they deal with knows that
like the rest of us they are fallible.
I don’t think that anyone sets out to commit errors but we all
do make mistakes, and admitting it when we do, then owning
our mistake and dealing with the consequences, is a sign of a
confident person.
When we are able to admit and to learn from our mistakes,
we reduce the fear we might have of making mistakes, and so
we become more able to take risks and to step into situations
outside our comfort zone.

Self-esteem
I am now building my self-esteem that I define as a strong
sense of my worth in the world. It flows from my experiences
of success and competence, and being able to wear my
vulnerability and fallibility with pride.
There have been many moments in my career when my selfesteem has taken knocks from negative feedback, and when
this happens it has not always been easy to pick myself up, dust
myself down and get on with it. But then this is how a strong
sense of self-esteem grows and develops, not by just getting
positive feedback, but taking the knocks.
There is every reason to be proud of having a strong sense of
self-esteem and not feeling the need to have to prove ourselves
to anyone, though being willing to do so if challenged is also
helpful. As is being able to step back in favour of someone else
who has more skills and experience than we have.
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LET’S GET PRACTICAL

Productivity or
Performance?
What an opportunity we have as IMS professionals to impact productivity!

S

o many different levels and functions see productivity
improvement as at least part of the solution to combat the
many challenges that all business sectors are facing not
just at a local or regional level, but nationally and internationally
as well. We are every day hearing from businesses who, more
than ever, are declaring quite openly that they need help with
improving their productivity, their outputs, their response times,
their unit costs, their wage pressures.
There is real pain around these days: rising costs and erratic
availability of materials, charges for consumables and domestic
items are increasing, power, utilities and rates are really high,
the reduced availability of people for jobs, individuals and
households needing more income, businesses not only facing
wage pressures but dealing with minimum wage levels and NI
increases.
It’s not the norm to face all of these issues concurrently, but postBrexit and post-COVID this is what we as a business recognise are
the market pressures across all industries and sectors.
For IMS members everywhere, as productivity professionals, it
shines the light fairly and squarely on our profession and how we
can help people in their quest to optimise their productivity and
performance. So, let’s just consider these two powerful words and
identify what they involve.
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Productivity
At so many different levels, productivity is about getting more
efficient and effective returns from the many resources and
assets in a business. Let’s not forget these resources include
time, people, talent, knowledge, information, systems, finance,
energy, land, buildings, equipment, space, materials.
Businesses considering productivity often immediately think
it’s about people input and their performance, and how they
can directly impact that. That, of course, can be a significant
impact, but equal consideration should also be given to the use of
equipment, space, better use of materials or technology, different
financing, procurement of more suitable materials or their
presentation ready for use, better design of products and services.
This isn’t just about people working better or more
productively. In fact, ‘organisational’ improvements across a quite
broad front should make the people input easier.

What’s at the Heart of Productivity?
At the heart of any productivity issue, you’ll probably find three
factors: cost, capacity and response. People tell us that their
customers are asking them: “Can we call off goods every week
instead of every month, with no impact on cost? Have you got
appropriate capacity? Can you reduce lead time?” This illustrates
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the very real truth that every business will get benefits from
reduced costs, increased capacities and improved response.

Typical Issues
Let’s consider some of the issues that people from a cross-section
of business sectors are currently asking about and how best to
deal with them.
Issues related to cost:
Market pressures compel us to reduce costs – we can’t
afford more increases
Budgeted, forecast costs are already being exceeded
The business needs to make some profit; margins are
already eroded
Would holding prices allow us to maintain volumes?
Issues related to capacity:
Customer asks us to produce more because another
supplier is letting them down
Customer wants the same volume but of a wider range,
so smaller batches
How many people do we need now that we’ve
identified these changes?
We need more from the equipment, to maintain unit costs
We have to get more from the process – we can’t afford to
add any shifts because of cost and limited people availability
Issues related to response:
Have you the right information to meet project or
delivery deadlines?
What’s our response time with quotes or tenders?
Customer wants to improve our response time on an
ongoing basis – can we do it?
We have to give firm delivery dates – customers are
getting nervy
Response isn’t just about time but how well you react to order
quantities, commercial terms, supplier issues; it involves improving
the whole cycle of quote, design, accepting an order, processing,
delivery.
Improved productivity usually means improved flow (of
materials, work etc), quicker throughput, better response,
reduced waste and lower cost. This should then release more
capacity overall. This is what productivity is really about – better
organisation. But productivity, although a vital measure, is usually
a consequence of good performance

Performance
Effective performance involves much more than just the speed or
the effort which people are seen to be applying at a point in time.
The three key factors that contribute to effective performance are
utilisation, effort and method.
Performance measures should directly relate to a ‘known
standard or benchmark’ – this is what performance is. For
example, 30mph, 100 metre sprint, 50 items per hour etc.
It is really important that performance is well ‘measured’
and should be designed to help improvement by pointing to
and quantifying where performance is trending and where the
opportunities are. The measures may not just be about people
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Productivity is a function
of good organisation
and management – not
just about an individual
working harder.

performance or effort; they could well be about process or
equipment, which people’s performance can influence.
Well constructed performance measures and the vital ‘standards’
they relate to should be one of the most important management
tools – and their total understanding and active participation by
management and people to identify and release the opportunity,
which good performance measures should provide.
Performance is not only a measure of achieved results. It should
include diagnostic indicators, which are the basis for improved
productivity.
What do you measure against? Items per minute, transactions
per day, units per person, cost per hour? You can assess
performance by measuring the work content of different jobs
in Standard Minutes or Hours – that’s a common standard. And
good performance monitors should also help indicate whether
equipment or support or materials logistics are underperforming.
There is a whole raft of symptoms of low productivity and poor
performance; you’ll find them on our website: www.scott-grant.
co.uk/productivity-explained/how-to-identify-poor-productivity.
Remember, you have to assess performance accurately and fairly
to ensure you deliver effective improvements.

Productivity and Performance
Productivity is a function of good organisation and management
– not just about an individual working harder. The real
responsibility for productivity or performance improvement
should be largely in the hands of those organising the work
rather than the individuals.
Productivity KPIs and measures are very likely to relate to time
and cost. If not, they are probably not good measures. And they
should point to needs for action or positive trends; they should be
complementary.
Productivity and performance shouldn’t be separate
objectives or measures. Too many situations identify that people
performance and productivity are being restrained and restricted
by organisational shortcomings.
If you can get productivity and performance aligned – and in
everyone’s thinking – then improved productivity will result.
If there’s anything in this article you’d like to discuss, simply
Email your query to productivity@scott-grant.co.uk and a
qualified and experienced analyst will respond.
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Trade Sanctions:
A Risky Strategy?
Analysing the impact of trade sanctions on economies and business.
Dr David Floyd, University of Lincoln.

T

here has been much recent interest in trade policy
sanctions in view of current conflicts around the world.
It is not only Russia that has been affected by this policy
but also other countries, including Iran and North Korea. The
issue can also become wider than that if policy issues spill over
to political allies and additional country involvement. This paper
attempts to evaluate the potential effects of trade sanctions and
draws both on trade theory and concrete examples of various
cases of sanctions that have been undertaken, as well the
potential consequences of the current actions towards Russia
with regards to the current conflict with Ukraine.
Trade sanctions are often seen in a negative light. In many
cases both sides can lose out when trade is examined from a
theoretical perspective. However, trade sanctions can have a
positive impact on encouraging firms to become even more
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efficient in production to compensate for the business they
have lost due to sanctions. This could then lead to lower prices
as firms become more efficient in the long-term and manage to
hold on to business where sanctions may not apply. However,
Krugman 20181 shows that even this situation would not be
the most positive for the world, as different countries have
certain advantages in resources and production, and that society
would see the greatest efficiencies and comparative advantages
if it was a free world to produce anywhere across the globe
without trade barriers. Ricardo 18172 develops his theory of
competitive advantage further to show that if one country was
best at producing everything, they would find it better to focus
on production in the field where they are the best and most
efficient at production by the greatest amount. There are a few
other potential benefits from sanctions. Sanctions may force
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countries to invest in future business sectors in which they may
have not been previously interested to invest. For example, the
recent sanctions on oil and gas from Russia is forcing Europe to
invest further in heat pumps and electric cars and set targets for
reducing dependency on gas from Russia by two thirds within a
year period, according to the European Commission3. Investment
in other forms of energy and efficiency could help reduce costs
all over the world in the long-term providing the investment is
made. There are many examples today of countries achieving
high growth and that invest heavily in infrastructure according
to Floyd 20214. In the long-term, business and the planet need to
have an element of sustainability.
There are a few final arguments to suggest some situations
of positivity can arise for business by implementing sanctions.
Sanctions can allow time for countries to build up their own
industries without facing competition that may destroy business
in the short-term. This is known as the infant industry argument.
India would be a useful example here, of a country that has not
fully opened trade up with China so as to allow time to establish
their own industries before taking on tough, global competition.
Sanctions can help change the rules of trade in the favour of
a country providing there is not retaliation as is also the case
for many other types of restrictions to trade. Brander Spencer
19855 shows in their model, how a country’s government can
offer support to their own industries. However, the way to do it
would include enough subsidies and sanctions to help get their
firms ahead without provoking retaliation. Indeed, today there
is much of a balancing act to be made that meets objectives
of encouraging countries to change their approach but at the
same time not forcing complete bans on trade in all areas, which
may lead to levels of hyperinflation for all and the potential for
major recessions to follow.

The Downside of Sanctions
Let’s have a look now at the negative aspects of sanctions.
One of the biggest risks of sanctions is retaliation. This then
leads to further restrictions and higher prices for all concerned.
In addition to the higher costs imposed by sanctions, there
is the deglobalisation effect. COVID has led to freight costs
quadrupling in some cases and some breakdowns in the
Just in Time supply chain system. Economist Roger Bootle
talks of rebuilding a wall within the global system between
democracies and authoritarian regimes6. Professor Charles
Goodhart (former member of the Bank of England’s Monetary
Policy Committee) also talks of Brexit adding to further price
pressures as well as the US-China trade war that is currently
taking place. Indeed, China is now facing an ageing population
and shifts in production may take place towards other Asian and
African countries, together with Vietnam and Indonesia, where
there are younger populations going into the future. Some
manufacturing may return domestically and towards Europe
where higher wage costs can be offset from less uncertainty and
global disruption. Better skilling and improving infrastructure
will need to take place also.
Sanctions have also exacerbated the cost of living crisis. The cost
of living is going up but benefits and wages are rising at barely
half the rate. Russian sanctions have led to higher energy and
food prices. Additional government levels of debt have occurred
due to the costs of furlough and increased healthcare costs arising
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Trade sanctions
are often seen in
a negative light.
In many cases
both sides can
lose out when
trade is examined
from a theoretical
perspective.

from the pandemic in the UK. Government servicing of borrowing
costs has also risen and is made worse by the global problem of
increasing inflation. The Organisation for Economic Co-operation
and Development (OECD) has reduced its growth forecasts for
many countries including the UK by half for the year 2022. There
is further uncertainty created from the level of sanctions taking
place and the difficulty of knowing how long they are going to
last. Sanctions may also lead to countries providing less of their
products at a higher price as they try to offset some of their losses
from the overall sanctions being imposed. There is also the risk
of further retaliation. Countries may also be able to shift exports
to other countries that are allies, therefore reducing the impact
of sanctions. Recently there has also been a shift in direction for
paying for goods with Bitcoin which can further reduce the main
impact of sanctions. Barter and other forms of payment have
also been used in situations where trade has become restricted.
Sanctions unlike tariffs have the added drawback of not
increasing government revenue.
Sanctions can cause further problems in addition to cost
pressures. Sanctions in one country have the potential to spillover
to other countries that may have formed political alliances. China
for example is in a difficult position between Russia and the
West, and has now decided to cancel 500m dollar investment in
Russia according to The Telegraph7. In addition, there has been
a willingness by some countries only to go so far with sanctions.
In France for example, many firms have not been forced to
pull out of Russia. Renault for example, is one of the biggest
investors in Russia and may be worried about maintaining jobs
at the company in the long-term. The newly re-elected French
government needs the economy to perform. Other countries
and companies moved quicker with the sanctions including
McDonalds and some of the UK banks. Germany has set out to
reduce its 40% dependency on Russian gas by two thirds by the
end of this year and is therefore acting more cautiously due to
the difficulties of finding alternative suppliers. Recently, America
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Sanctions may lead to countries providing less
of their products at a higher price as they try
to offset some of their losses from the overall
sanctions being imposed.

has agreed to increase its supplies of gas to Europe substantially.
Sanctions can also include both outward and inward investments,
and the recent suspension of Russia Today TV channel shows how
sanctions can be very much a two-way country process and have
the potential to multiply. Countries may also focus on certain
sectors more likely to have a greater impact on the country
concerned, and also on the sectors less likely to be completely
reliant on trade. Banking, transport, resources, military equipment
and media are often chosen.
In addition, sanctions can include restrictions on payments as
well as prevention of business operating in a particular country.
They can affect both imports and exports. A further associated
problem is to get all associated countries in agreement with
the level of sanctions in order for there to be a better chance of
them working. In addition there may be differences in the in the
levels of sanction adjustments between countries if progress is
being made. As shown earlier, different countries may be more
dependent on trade than others which complicates things further.
It has therefore been shown that trade sanctions are often
a lengthy way of trying to force countries to take changes in
direction. They often occur due to political differences or at
times of war and slow down the globalisation process of trade.
This can therefore lead to higher prices and less choice as has
been shown. Both consumers and business suffer, and history
has proved that countries often move to more globalisation
later down the line, particularly after having growth eroded
by higher levels of inflation that can be caused by sanctions.
There are many ways around sanctions which makes the policy
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more complex and this is made all the more difficult when
more countries are involved that may have slightly different
objectives as has been shown. The analysis has also shown that
there are few potential benefits in the short-term. In the longerterm though countries may adapt to become more efficient
to make up for the loss in trade and may start to develop
alternative sources of supply through more investment in a more
sustainable economy.
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The Power
to Create
Culture
Change
Philip E Atkinson

C

reating meaningful change requires an inspiring strategic
destination, a road map and an implementation plan,
to engage people’s energies, motivations, and talents.
Applying simple techniques and processes is insufficient to
change behaviours and business cultures. Reliance on using
authority and the power that goes with it is inadequate to
create a long-lasting change. What is required is the skilful use
of a repertoire of behavioural tools and techniques to bring
about change and improvement in how we do business. The
author focuses on the change strategies, methodologies, and
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core skills necessary to implement cultural change.
In these Post-COVID times, enough excuses are being
employed, stating that changing culture now is too risky. Our
view is that now it’s too dangerous not to change. Let’s face it;
there is never a good time to start a significant change project,
especially when it is an organisational-wide initiative that will
radically change how things are organised and delivered to
the customer. This means the desire to change is related to
providing superior performance for the customer or end-user.
You will not create any meaningful change until you shape the
organisational culture to enable better delivery. Frankly, too
many corporate cultures are outdated, not fit for purpose, and
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slowly with outmoded systems and processes, matched with
lacklustre delivery to disappointed users and customers. It could
be so much better with the right mix of strategy, methodology
and a firm commitment to implementation.

Getting that Wake-up Call
Sometimes you must look in the mirror and ask, ‘honestly, how
are we doing?’ Some tough questions need to be asked in order
to develop a realistic picture or diagnosis of how things are
currently sitting in the organisation. Here are five core questions
which you may want to consider with a brief analysis following:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

Are we as an organisation still relevant to our users,
customers and stakeholders?
How would our customers or users rate us compared to
other providers?
Are we aware of and committed to removing any cultural
barriers and how they impact our delivery?
What processes of continuous improvement do we have
to remove hurdles to how we transact business, and, more
importantly, are we genuinely removing those hurdles?
How well are we leading engagement with our people and
their teams to ensure that their goals are integrated with
our business goals?

There is never a
good time to start a
significant change
project, especially when
it is an organisationalwide initiative that will
radically change how
things are organised
and delivered to the
customer.

Are We Still Relevant?
Only objective diagnostics will answer this question for you.
You may think your organisation is still relevant and meeting
customer needs, but how do you know, and have you measured
it lately? Have you asked whether your brand or identity is still
relevant to your customer base? Has the strategy you employed
delivered to expectations?
•

•
•

Do you have a strategic direction, and how well is it
understood by your employees. What is their role in its
deployment?
How well do your users and customers appreciate its
mission?
How well are your key strategies reflected in operational
strategy and rolling business plans?

Comparison with Competition in Service
Delivery
Some use the pandemic as an excuse for not reviewing key
business metrics. You cannot do that for long as customers
and users get tired and angry. This relates to commercial
organisations and local and central government service
providers, and state institutions. Because of COVID, some
organisations have failed to readdress this primary performance
measure and will suffer the consequences.
•
•

•
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Are you geared for process improvement Post-COVID?
Have you sought opinions from the key 20% of your
customers that contribute 80% to your business on process
suitability?
Do you know the key metrics important to the user or
customer and how current your data is?
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Cultural
Cultur
Iceberg

• Symbols

Artefacts
Artefacts
• Climate
• Working practices
& Symbols
&
Symbol
• Physical setting
Working Practises
Processes
Behaviours & Rituals
Management
Style
Values &
Beliefs

• Points of contact with clients
• First impressions
• Digital comms
• Website
• Publishing company documents
• PR investors & clients
• Defined processes
• Core systems
• Teamwork
• Decision making
• Conflict resolution
• Standards
• Behaviours
• Management style
• Expectations
• Shared values
• Beliefs, history, heroes,
legends, stories

(The Iceberg analogy is often used
to demonstrate that much of the
culture is submerged beneath the
surface and invisible to many.)

Cultural Barriers
Do you have a strong culture, and what are you doing to
maintain and improve it? Does your culture fit the demands
of the current and future business environment? Do you fully
understand the dynamics of culture and how this fits with
your identity as a business, core values, leadership and team
style, and expected behaviour across the organisation? Have
you ever undertaken a culture review, and has the diagnostic
been tailored and designed specifically for you, your business,
your strategic challenges, your marketplace, technology and AI
solutions, its history, business context and the demographics of
your organisation and your customers?

Systems and Processes
How well have your processes been designed for the end-user?
In some cases, larger organisations, especially those in the state
sector, have the processes designed around their ability to
deliver rather than the needs of the client, end-user, or citizen.
•

•
•

Are processes customer-focused and engaging? Is doing
business with your organisation easy or a chore and
painful?
What impact do poorly performing processes have on your
service delivery and reputation?
Do you have processes currently not serving and needing
radical redesign yet remain unresolved?

Leadership, Engagement and Psychological
Commitment with Staff and Users
Do you review leadership positions, roles and how they can
shape the direction and thrust of the organisation in the next
few years?
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•

•
•

Do you have a defined and appropriate leadership style,
and is it well dispersed amongst business unit leaders and
those working within the units?
How do you connect with employees and customers?
Do you have strong engagement people policies and
engage with your user groups and customers?

Time to Rethink the Questions and responses
Above are a variety of questions which evolve into a discussion
about how to bring a cultural change? This can only be done
if you have an accurate picture of the current situation and
compare it to your future. You can use the simple Threats and
Opportunities Matrix to aid this process.
It is best to source the views from various stakeholders and
levels within your organisation, including taking data from
various tiers of management.

Threat and Opportunity Matrix
Threats

Opportunities

Short-Term
Long-Term
The market context of the business will influence the
composition of each of the quadrants. It is best to gather
data using a clean and objective process. This should include
focus groups, 1:1 interviews with key directors and their direct
reports, business unit heads, and representatives of each group.
It is vital to get a 360-degree viewpoint of everyone on
selecting these five key questions (and others). The author did
such an exercise with a German motor finance company and
interviewed CEOs of the four key brands plus management
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teams. Similarly, the author worked with a primary NHS Health
Trust, ran focus groups of all professional groups, and had 1:1
interviews with heads of medical and patient and administrative
services heads. The conclusions were that a rounded picture
emerged of core issues that needed to be addressed to improve
performance. So, it does not matter if the organisation provides
the point of sale, auto finance, or medical services, the process is
robust, objective, and valued.

A positive Culture allows performance to
improve
Perceived as Strong Cultures

Perceived as Weak Cultures

Culture has been designed,
maintained and monitored
for potential improvement

Culture exists by default,
accident or chance; culture is
barely maintained

Strong Leadership
culture maintained and is
results-driven

When leadership changes, so
does the culture (for the better
or worse)

Consistent with business
value drivers and leadership
for the business

Business values and leadership
are applied inconsistently

Evolves to be unified rather
than a ‘cocktail’ of cultures

Confusion about what
behaviours and standards are
encouraged

Creates a performance and
team-driven matrix culture

Culture and one team cohesion
across silos never evolve

Performance improvement is founded upon creating the right
culture for it to bloom. The wrong culture will inhibit all the
excellent work that you do. Critical to this thinking is the
concept of culture and the ease with which it can be designed
and installed in the existing business. Culture refers to ‘how
we behave and do things for our colleagues, our members,
end-users, clients or customer.’
A business culture reflects its identity, what it does and why it
does it. It demonstrates its purpose and its raison d’etre. Here is
an outline of the layers of culture that exist within any business
and how each layer drives performance from vision to KPIs.

Do you fully understand
the dynamics of culture
and how this fits with your
identity as a business, core
values, leadership and
team style, and expected
behaviour across the
organisation?
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Business Culture Drives Performance
Vision – Where is the business going? What is vital to the
business? What does the organisation want to become, do
and have as an entity?
Values and Leadership Style – Which values, if displayed
in management style, will optimise the achievement of
performance improvement? What values do we need to live
to create and sustain a strong and positive culture? How can
we demonstrate that we lead and live the values?
Strategies and Goals – are we confident our strategies and
goals are encapsulated in our strategic vision and how we
transact business through our values?
Behaviours – what behaviours are consistent with our values
of how we transact business? What specific behaviours, if
practised consistently, will project us forward to achieve our
vision, strategies and goals in particular business units?
Processes – What core processes unite disparate functions?
How can we instil and reward cross-organisational working?
How can we create a non-ego driven style of working outside
the business units and silos?
Structure and Roles – How can we best organise ourselves
to achieve our strategies and goals?
Key Performance Measures – To what actions, processes,
and metrics should we commit, which strongly indicate the
achievement of our strategies and goals?
I am often asked how to prepare the organisational culture for
change, and in what circumstances should you either introduce
or delay the introduction of strategic change. In other words,
when is the right time to start that strategic process? My answer
is simple, ‘start sooner’. There are always better, more efficient,
leaner, and more innovative ways to move from where we are to
a brighter, more refined, and more effective future.
Every day we should all be supporting the creation of
readiness for change within our businesses. It does not matter
what industry we work in, or what sector. A commitment
to create a climate of ‘change readiness’ is essential in any
circumstance. Change should be the norm for any business
culture. No organisation introduces change processes just for its
own sake. Embracing and creating a continuous and challenging
culture that promotes the improvement and supports postCOVID recovery, with the power to build robust businesses,
should be the norm.

Do you have the Capacity and Capability in
House to Drive Change?
If we are not creating a readiness for change all the time,
then we are probably doing very little on the ‘organisational
change agenda’. If you are not making strides to do this right
now, you could be standing still or going backwards. There is
never a better time to build that change culture. It starts with
recognising that you have to work on developing an internal
capability to drive improvement, with external consultants,
if need be, to shake up management thinking, ask awkward
questions and undertake diagnostics.

Change Management Structure
Many organisations have developed their methodology for
bringing about change and use it as a project management
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template. We use a variety of models based on the best companies.
I prefer to use a tested methodology created many years ago; a
development of which can be found in Dr John Kotler’s1 work.
We have reviewed this, married it with what works in practice,
and developed our model called the Accelerated Change Model
(ACP)2. This is composed of a five-stage overlapping systemic
process. Each stage is sequential and can generate feedback
requiring a review of the progress in previous stages, then
adapting tactics when needed to remedy any shortfall.
This is a more realistic view of managing change in chaotic
and volatile times. Not all planned changes work out, so
reviewing progress frequently and adapting is far better than
adhering to an inflexible plan.
Driving for change – Communicates action and progress,
highlights what is ‘valued’ in the future and identifies who will
lead the change. It is essential because, without leadership,
there is no change. It also pinpoints the critical areas of
the culture that require change and gears people up for
participation.
Generate a shared need – Focuses upon why the project is of
value and starts to build up the momentum for the project. It is
also an opportunity to flesh out potential resistance.
•
Create a focused and shared recognition of all actors in the
change process
•
Ensure sufficient energy to move from the ‘undesirable’
present state
•
Communicate to all stakeholders using a targeted comms
plan – do they all understand the need to change?
Creating a Vision – Visions create a powerful picture that
is attractive and compelling and answers the question – why
change? Does it give a focused and clear vision that helps define
the key steps and stages required to measure progress?
•
Is it simple to understand, tangible and practical, and
translates into business plans?
•
Is it inspiring, exciting and invokes enthusiasm?
•
Is it owned across, and aligned with the business?
•
Is it practical, tangible and desirable?
•
Is it simple to understand and translate into business plans?
•
Is it exciting and invokes enthusiasm?
Align Commitment – This is the difference between grand
theory and lousy implementation.
•
It would be best to win support from all levels, business
units and core constituencies.
•
Focus on how you are going to deal with passive and active
resistance. The majority must be influenced to support your
efforts.
•
Devise influence strategies for core resistors and develop
staff in interpersonal skills in the context of culture change
management.
Implement and sustain continuous improvement
•
Have you identified all the core issues and points of
conflict?
•
Have you correctly judged the effort to be expended to
create change?
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•
•
•
•

Have you invested sufficient time to implement change?
Have you identified and eased all the implementation
issues?
How is a change to be integrated into the business?
How will altering or modifying existing processes facilitate
change?

Anticipating Pitfalls
It is easy to outline a change model, but we believe it is critical
to address those things that can go wrong and address them
before they do. Here is a list of some of those pitfalls and the
action to avoid them. Please, note 90% of culture change
programmes will not achieve the purpose for which they are
designed. Working with a prevention mindset is critical for you
to avoid these pitfalls.

Pitfalls to Avoid and Areas
for Monitoring Progress
Driving for
Change

• E nsure that leaders commit to the process and their role
in making things easy. Ensure ownership happens
• Avoid working alone on projects – joined up collective
rather than silo-thinking is the goal
• It is too easy to proceed to other more exciting activities
before laying a solid foundation
• Focus on the critical issues for the actors in the
change process, sponsors, change agents, targets and
stakeholders

Create a
Shared Need

• D
 o not assume that the benefits of change are evident to
all when they are not
• Deal with symptoms of problems rather than causes
• Underestimate resistors and resistance to change at all
levels
• Understand that we all need to change
• Ensure true alignment
• Complete consensus and team energy

Create a
Vision

• H
 as a vision been precisely articulated for the whole
business?
• Is the vision simple enough to understand and translate
into business plans?
• Is the vision exciting and invokes enthusiasm?
• Is it owned across and aligned with the business?
• Is it practical, tangible and desirable?

Align
Commitment

• N
 o shared vision – avoid personal interpretations and
create shared vision of how things will turn out
• Ensure energy is devoted to alignment and integration
• Don’t let the vision change too frequently or be too
inflexible and fail to accommodate all
• The vision reflects the needs and interests of all, not just
senior people
• Links between shared need and vision are too broad
• Avoid complexity and being too academic

Implement &
Sustain

• F ocus on doing and acting rather than thinking and
talking
• Understand and be wary that change is a political and
behavioural process
• Share any success with other constituents
• Ensure that culture and technical change are inter-related
• Use only one or two styles of influence
• Understand the source of and the power to resist change
and do nothing
• Assess where everyone is on the change curve
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Influencing Strategies Drive Change Skills
A failure to develop line managers’ skills in the change arena
amounts to a shared belief that your managers don’t have
the capability and capacity to implement change. ‘Up-skilling’
the business leaders, managers and team leaders then must
focus on what can give them the power to influence the
change process for the better. What do you need to do to
develop your people to become the drivers, the change
champions, and enthusiasts to install improvement? Do
your managers and technical experts have the fundamental
expertise to know when change is working and when it needs
to sustain the momentum required? No matter the nature
of the technical specialism supporting your organisation,
your professional, technical, and operational staff need
the interpersonal and behavioural skills to perform their
day-to-day tasks and meet major challenges.

Drive Superior Performance
There is a need for technical specialists such as accountants,
IT professionals, project managers, consultants, quality
and manufacturing engineers, auditors, governance and
risk consultants to commit to practice to complement their
technical skills with behavioural mastery. These include
change leadership, facilitation, using motivation, persuasion,
conflict management, influence, bargaining and negotiation,
to promote a climate of continuous improvement, and
political manoeuvring and managing turf wars.
The thinking and techniques which have got organisations
and their management teams to their current level of
performance will not be sufficient to get them to the next
higher level of functioning that the modern economy
demands.
Change skills start with working with people and
understanding their drives and motivations. It means
engaging with them and influencing them to look at things
differently. I think we can all see the importance of this new
perspective in moving extensive macro corporate change
programmes forward and on the micro-level with personal
development.

Using Authority to Drive Change Does not
Work
Most of us are successful and enable change to occur, not
through our seniority or job title, but instead by relying on
the behavioural skills of influence and persuasion. If we must
rely on our job titles to force change, it does not work in the
longer-term. Unfortunately, the average organisation has
not invested sufficiently in change skills. As is too often the
case, only a tiny percentage of our average workforce has
received training in this ‘behavioural skills’ arena, yet it’s an
area where rapid learning is experienced, which has a major
impact on organisational, team, and personal effectiveness.
The impact that ‘change skills’ can have on performance is
enormous – especially if the account manager starts losing
customers, the insurance agent loses the contract, the
engineer alienates a joint venture partner, or the instrument
mechanic notices that his clients are migrating to other
suppliers and providers.
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Forward-thinking
organisational top teams
are preparing to deal with
uncertain and volatile
conditions affecting their
operations and markets.

Post-COVID: Collaboration and the New
Economy Beyond 2022+
Working collaboratively with staff is central to the ‘New
Economy’. Employment relationships which were once
strained and adversarial are now replaced by a holistic culture
of working together in partnership. In the UK, the NHS is
trying hard in this area, as are several other public sector
organisations. The private sector now has little choice but to
develop its people if they wish to retain the best.
If the average employer committed to developing mastery
of behavioural skills with their staff, they could impact their
business performance for the better. The average service
organisation has below-par sales staff interacting with their
customers. In some cases, toxic relationships exist by default.
Customer-facing staff must understand the psychology of
customer retention and acquisition, which is achieved by
understanding what makes customers tick. Developing
techniques to move staff towards a win-win is ecological for
both parties. If you rely on using guile or pushiness for shortterm gain with buyer remorse, the result will leave you with
a reduction in clients and a lousy reputation – this is not the
way. As soon as you start pushing the clients and staff into
that position, you move towards a win-lose mentality.

Typical Training for Behavioural Mastery
Through extensive L&D (learning and development), you can
generate significant and long-lasting results that can seriously
improve company performance.
In workshops, we use various models for reflecting on
behavioural styles and how we impact and influence others.
Personality models are used to remember how best to win
people over and challenge their own beliefs about the
difficulty of changing3. Understanding how to deal with
others, primarily those resistant to your ideas, promotes
personal confidence in managing change and dealing with
difficult situations.
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Valuable Content in Behaviour
and Change Skills
• Understanding the
5 step ACP model of
organisational change
• C
 reating rapport with
others in the change team
• H
 ow do we change
personally?

• M
 aintaining your personal
authority and constantly
building a win-win
attitude
• K
 nowing how and when
to use your authority

• R
 ehearsing how to drive
the acceptance of change

• S tart with a ‘yes-yes’ frame
as an outcome and build
towards it

• W
 hat’s it like to receive
your behaviour?

• R
 esearch into the use of
authority to install change

• D
 ifferentiating and selling
benefits & features to a
win-win solution

• A
 ssessing your preferred
process of Influence

• G
 etting to know you
– Self-disclosure
• U
 tilising eight assertive
techniques to reinforce
your message
• W
 hat is the real authentic
you, and how do you
come across to others?
• H
 ardwiring your listening
skills on a variety of levels

• F acilitating the soft skills
of power and influence
• T
 eam behaviours –
building a cohesive team

build an arsenal of behaviour change tools and techniques.
The time is ripe for any organisation to develop its line
managers and technical experts into a formidable force.
Attention needs to be focused on designing the process around
the current and future challenges, and be tailored specifically
to the organisation. Progress should be mapped, and the
change coached through an intensive post Workshop process
that ensures behaviours are installed and hardwired for use in
leading and mastering the change process.
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• U
 sing solution-based
questioning to create
amicable solutions
• U
 tilising Jungian analysis
of personality as a change
tool to build rapport and
remove conflict
• H
 andling objections of
different personality types

Concluding Thoughts
Culture change does not happen by accident. It requires a
trusted methodology with concerted effort and superior skills
to maintain momentum. We have presented you with examples
of a methodology and chose to go for the five-stage ACP
(accelerated change process); a culmination of best practices
from some leading business schools whose organisations are
renowned for driving change. We identified the key activities
of each of the five stages and the risks of failing to plan for
potential pitfalls that may be a challenge. You can devote
resources and methodologies to bringing about change, but
real changes start when organisations develop their internal
capability to drive improvement. This comes about by seriously
tackling the soft skill shortage and the unwillingness to lead
and challenge the way things are done. If the process is well
defined and the right tools and change agents are in place,
you would be surprised how little effort this takes. The average
organisation has few real change champions trained equally in
their technical and change management roles.
By investing in behavioural change skills, you can seriously
impact your culture, performance, and longevity as a business.
Failing to invest in your catalysts for change will only hinder your
progress. Just imagine if you could increase the number of your
staff equipped with superior consulting and behaviour skills in
culture change. Consider the impact this would have on your ability
to respond to significant challenges affecting your business.
Forward-thinking organisational top teams are preparing
to deal with uncertain and volatile conditions affecting their
operations and markets. They require more people to consolidate
their technical and functional mastery and integrate these to
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HR Harvests
Organisational EBITDA*
Part III of this series concludes the collaboration of planning teams from
nine organisations as they reconceived employee performance management
(EPM) for the 21st century. HR-led cross-functional teams applied their new
designs, improving employee performance, job satisfaction, retention and more,
resulting in increased productivity and financial performance for the target
operations. Dr James S Pepitone.

P

art I of this series discussed the origin and objectives of
today’s EPM and described key inputs for conceiving the
new EPM, including brief verbatim statements of insight
and learning that participants were eager to share. Part II explored
the design process and how the core components work together
to achieve management’s objectives to both control and unleash
organisation members to maximise their performance and personal
objectives.
At the close of the last article, the participating teams were
preparing to return to their respective organisations with the
challenge to transform an existing role, position or job** into
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knowledge work. This change was intended to better engage the
targeted workers and to better enable them to perpetually create
new economic value and be accountable for their work.

What is Knowledge Work?
After months of work on this project, some participants continued
to struggle with distinguishing knowledge workers from task
workers, or from managers or professionals or other classifications.
If labour performs work and managers make decisions, as
economic theory dictates, then where does the knowledge worker
fit in?
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Ruminations like this are normal for bright people as they strive
to make sense of new concepts by exploring options for integrating
new knowledge into prior understanding. The mental models
considered included perceptions of knowledge workers as
•
Labour with an intermediate level of decision-making
authority
•
A new kind of worker who is more self-managing in order to
handle the increasing complexity and speed of work
•
A semi-professional worker with response-ability*** and
accountability, to perform their role according to a standard
of performance developed for the role through collaboration
between the business leaders and knowledge workers
Like professionals, knowledge workers work without direct
supervision (ie, self-managing). Only infrequently does the
knowledge worker require a manager for support, typically
when situations require resources or discretion that exceed their
authority.
Unlike labour’s limited role, knowledge workers are responseable for developing opportunities (ie, situations, problems) into
economic value. This response-ability requires knowledge workers
to be self-managing, to follow standards rather than direction,
and to do the right thing without asking for permission or needing
supervision.
Many ‘aha’ moments were experienced as the participants got
to work reconceiving the role they selected as knowledge work.
Among these insights, it became clear to many participants that
today’s educated workers have been developed to perform in
knowledge work roles and are far too capable to perform or be
satisfied performing thoughtless task work.
Furthermore, today’s educated workers have been developed
to expect more from work. When these experiences of
empowerment, achievement, and support are missing – when
knowledge workers are treated like task workers (eg, untrusted,
told how and where they must do their work, treated like a lower
class of worker, denied equitable employment terms and so on) –
the natural response for many is disengagement from their work,
low job satisfaction, and a premature search for new employment.
Many executives read this behaviour as entitlement and selfabsorption, when in fact it is a natural response of our human
nature when we find ourselves in an unwelcoming environment
(ie, poor fit). All of us, including executives, have expectations of
how we deserve to be treated and, when such treatment is not
realised, seek it elsewhere.

The Shift to Knowledge Work
As the participants learned from their study of Peter Drucker’s
writings and other sources, all work roles in developed economies
include both knowledge work (ie, requiring discretionary work
behaviour) and task work (ie, requiring standardised work
behaviour). Even for the most basic job, workers are now expected
to be response-able for meeting objectives, reporting needs for
support, and making suggestions for improving work processes.
However, a challenge arises because knowledge work and task
work each require substantially different workers, conditions, and
management methods (see Figure 1). Management must choose
one organisation design or the other for any people-dependent
operation, if they hope to ever have an effective and productive
organisation. Most organizations today have unwittingly put their
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CLASSIFICATION

TASK WORK

KNOWLEDGE WORK

Terminology

Standardised task
Standard work
Essential work
Manual work
Physical work
Using one’s hands
Doing

Problem solving
Responsibility
Accountability
Cognitive work
Psychological work
Social work
Deciding

Clear
Predetermined
and prescribed
to workers

Not clear
Contingent on
situation and
determined by
worker

Assignment
compliance
Complete
assignment as
directed

Opportunity
capitalisation
Maximise
economic value
derived from
assigned
opportunity

Sources of
Economic Value

Efficiency
Standardisation
Simplicity
Large scale
Variation control

Effectiveness
Differentiation
Sophistication
Yield management
Variation potential

Complexity

Low
Closed work
system
with identifiable
root cause and
direct effects

High
Open work system
with diffused
contributing causes
and emergent
effects

Work System
Design
Priority Order

1. Work
2. Work
environment
3. Worker
Work environment
should support
work

1. Work
2. Worker
3. Work
environment
Work environment
should support
worker

Essential Work
Attributes

Specific objective
Practical workload
Told what to do
Told how to do it
Minimal
distraction

Specific opportunity
Meaningful job-role
Autonomy
Response-ability
Resources support

Human
Reasoning
and
Communication

Level 1 – Concrete/
Physical
Level 2 – Rational/
Statistical

Level 3 – Symbolic/
Verbal
Level 4 – Abstract/
Conceptual

Desirable Worker
Attributes

Endurance
Obedience
Diligence
Intelligence

Expertise
Commitment
Initiative-taking
Creativity

Goal and
Solution

Objective

Figure 1: Contrast and Comparison of
Task Work and Knowledge Work.
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Operations managers enjoyed their newfound
admiration too, but as you might expect they
were most amazed by the improvements to their
performance metrics.
knowledge work talent into roles designed and managed like
task work, which results in organizations rife with dysfunction,
frustration, and waste.
The better option by far is to conceive all roles as knowledge
work. There is no practical way to sustain effective or highly
productive knowledge work in a task work environment.
Furthermore, task work can lead to additional value creation when
designed and managed as knowledge work.
HTI’s field research into this dimension of human work has
been conclusive that it is universally in management’s best
interest to frame all human work (in developed economies) into
knowledge work roles. Of the HTI research partners who have
experimented with this shift to a knowledge work role design and
management, 100% have adopted it and witnessed within a few
months extraordinary improvements in customer satisfaction and
productivity, revenue growth and cost reduction, and employee
satisfaction and retention.
When HTI’s research is ready for formal publication later in the
decade, we will prove the need for a substantial updating to the
‘specialisation’ and ‘division-of-labour’ conclusions reached by
Adam Smith, whose focus in the late 1770s was limited to largescale industrial work and a labour market of mostly uneducated,
professionally undeveloped, and culturally unsophisticated
people. These socioeconomic conditions have since been replaced
(in developed economies) by work that creates economic value
through customisation, and a labour market of well-educated,
more capable and culturally sophisticated people.

Creating Knowledge Work Roles
Transitioning to knowledge work roles is primarily a change in
how work is assigned and managed, and the shift is generally
well-received by employees if approached in a direct and
open manner. Changes in how the actual work is performed
is subsequently achieved in an orderly and productivity
increasing process of continuous operations development led by
representative leaders among the knowledge worker employees.
The limited task work included in all knowledge work roles
should be wrapped into the related responsibilities for which the
knowledge workers are held accountable. Similarly, important
alignment structure (eg, mission, vision, and strategy; organisation
structure; and leadership direction) is best incorporated into
responsibilities. Even pronounced cases of hardship, risk, and
emotional labour should be spelled out as responsibilities of the
role when they exist. Basically, the principal challenging work for
which the employee is response-able and accountable should be
spelled out for the employee.
Four of the nine participating organisations chose a customer
serving role (eg, inside sales, customer service, sales associate,
technical support) now designed and managed as task work to
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Transitioning to
knowledge work roles is
primarily a change in
how work is assigned
and managed.

transform to knowledge work. This was not a surprising choice
as large-scale ‘customer service’ operations are well known as the
poorest performing of all business operations, despite their huge
budgets and state-of-the-art digital technology.
True, it is intuitively appealing for managers to measure and
manage every detail in large scale operations, leaving nothing
to the worker’s personal judgment and responsibility, but the
unintended result is that no one doing the work has the power
to care about customers or to improve the work methods
employed.
We draw from the work of these participants to suggest what
responsibilities a position description for a knowledge work
approach to a customer serving role might include. Note that each
category of responsibility is valued qualitatively by its proportion
of the role or relative importance, which is useful for recruiting,
assessing performance and calculating compensation.
1.

 esponsibility for the corporate and business unit mission and
R
strategy (10%).
	
This shared responsibility reduces the incidence of managers
and employees being unfamiliar and working out-of-step with
the guiding direction of the enterprise.
2. Responsibility for this business operation’s (or function,
department) mission and objectives (10%).
	
This shared responsibility holds all employees accountable for
overall performance results.
3.	Responsibility for my organisational citizenship behaviour
as an internal member and external ambassador for this
organisation and overall enterprise (10%).
	
Here the previously discretionary role of organisational
citizenship behaviour (OCB) becomes a responsibility for
knowledge workers. Three to six relevant specific guidelines
for a semi-professional level of behaviour should be detailed
here to reduce ‘rogue’ behaviour that otherwise might
naturally arise from on-the-job conflicts and frustrations
involving less mature employees.
4.	My major role responsibilities: (typically broken into three to
six principal challenging opportunities for which the role is
response-able) (60%).
a. Maximise the goodwill created by my every exchange with
a customer, prospect, or other stakeholder
b. Optimise the immediate economic value created by my
every exchange, while contributing to development of
longer-term economic potential for the operation and
entire enterprise.
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c. Utilise my time and other organisation resources in an
efficient manner so as to develop the most promising
opportunities for economic value generation.
d. Participate actively in continuous operations development,
providing leadership and support when needed and
capable.
e. Achieve quarterly mandatory performance development
levels during my first year onboarding programme.
5.	My minor role responsibilities: (include list of three to six
responsibilities tangential to this role, position, or job) (10%).
a. Utilise my social media accounts and communications to
create goodwill for my role, my operation, and for the
enterprise when reasonable to do so.
b. Develop my self-targeted capabilities and overall
performance results for continuous year over year
productivity improvement.
c. Participate actively in at least one, but not more than three
of the employee action committees during two quarters of
the year.
As you might imagine, the development of knowledge work
position descriptions rightly leads to active discussions and
ultimately requires more attention and discipline by planners
than the current practice of simply listing tasks managers want
employees to perform.

Developing, Evaluating, and Compensating
Knowledge Workers
Further outcomes from this programme to reconceive EPM
included decisions on how to best teach knowledge workers
their role, develop their capability, and evaluate and reward their
performance. These are tightly integrated functions, satisfying the
intuitive appeal of EPM when originally conceived.
Work methods that produce high performance, including specific
tasks, are best instructed as part of onboarding and recurring
development programmes. Supported self-directed development
following a development process created by incumbent employees
has proven itself to be the single best way to improve knowledge
worker performance. It is also an expectation of most knowledge
workers (ie, help me get better at what I do), the principal driver
of employee engagement, and attractive for both employee
recruiting and retention.
Knowledge workers are best evaluated based on their
demonstrated skill level (ie, a qualitative measure), and not
primarily based on quantitative standards (eg, units completed,
financial outcomes) because each opportunity they face is unique
and the outcome is emergent, based on a wide range of mostly
uncontrollable factors. Quantitative performance is still relevant,
but it should be a tertiary factor (behind skill level and peerassessed overall contribution) for evaluation and rewards.
Qualitative assessments do not have to be inefficient. Knowledge
work skill levels are convertible into behaviourally anchored
rating scales (BARS) to guide both development and evaluation.
Assessments of where the individual knowledge worker falls upon
the scale are best curated from several sources, including experts
in the relevant type of knowledge work, customer outcomes,
actual development programme progress, and manager and
peer-group appraisals, and subsequently merged into a summative
evaluation that best reflects reality. With predefined skill levels and
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semi-professional standards, there is no need for time consuming
written explanations, supporting evidence, development plans, or
approval by a higher authority.
The performance of knowledge work should be considered fully
acceptable as long as it meets the prescribed semi-professional
standards, which should be tightened gradually to effect
continuous improvement in overall operations performance. New
hires and knowledge workers performing below these standards
should receive extra support for a reasonable period to bring their
capability up to an acceptable level.
Compensation for individual knowledge workers is best
determined by the assignment of financial value to continually
updated factors that matter to the operation, such as
•
•
•
•
•

Current skill level (ie, as indicated by the development and
evaluation rating scales)
Peer assessment for overall contribution
Performance achievements (ie, related to operations
objectives)
Tenure (ie, experience and familiarity with the operation are
valued for knowledge work)
Assumed temporary support roles (eg, mentorship,
representation, leadership, etc.)

These criteria should be published so individuals can transparently
determine how they can best increase their compensation
while in their current role. In addition to regular compensation,
performance above the standards should qualify for performance
rewards based on achievement at incremental levels of exceptional
performance. Actual compensation is then calculated individually
based on each knowledge worker’s situation and the specific
categories and levels of compensation they qualify for during the
current period.

HR Harvests Organisational EBITDA*
As part of this project, the HR-led teams were challenged to
apply their new work design with controlled experiments within
real-time operations so as to objectively assess the impact. Most
already knew these changes would be well received by both the
workers and management-based on the positive feedback they
received during development.
What was not anticipated was the near-immediate and dramatic
improvements to employee job satisfaction, customer satisfaction,
management satisfaction, organisation climate, employee
productivity, retention, revenue, costs, and more. After 30 to 60
days of results, most companies either expanded the experiments
to include more employees or announced their intention to adopt
the changes across the operation. To their credit, the teams were
thorough in preparing for this moment, and justly rewarded with
admiration and praise by the affected people.
Operations managers enjoyed their newfound admiration too, but
as you might expect they were most amazed by the improvements
to their performance metrics. Many admitted to expecting another
fiasco similar to prior change initiatives. They struggled enough with
what they were witnessing that HTI quickly scheduled several online
briefings to explain what was happing in human terms, and how this
directly impacted operations performance. Once they witnessed and
understood the change, even the most sceptical managers became
eager to exploit their newly found opportunity.
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Because this project was an HR initiative from the start, HR
continued to take a prominent role in orchestrating the transition
of the targeted roles to their new knowledge work design,
including essential changes to traditional HR systems (eg, EPM,
compensation, recruiting, training). To measure HR’s impact in this
role, several of the participating companies adopted a managerial
accounting practice previously suggested by the CFO of an HTI
research partner, which is to capture the financial impact as
‘Organisational EBITDA*’, a mashup of all the financial gains that
result from HR’s initiative.
The CFO reasoned that HR was, in effect, liquidating
‘organisational debt’ – equivalent to what software developers
call ‘technical debt’ or the hidden costs of compromised code. By
crediting HR with these financial gains that would be otherwise
lost among other increases and decreases in various operations
accounts, these increases in organisational effectiveness and
efficiency can be measured and targeted as Organisational
EBITDA*.
As reported by one CHRO quoted in the first article of this
series, “My new favourite experience is reporting HR’s EBITDA*
contribution each quarter.”

The Opportunity for Management
Powerful new insights and conclusions emerged in the minds of
participants by their stepping back from the immediate presenting
problem of EPM’s ineffectiveness and near universal disapproval.
This broader consideration of the nature and support needs of
today’s work, workers, and workplace enabled the participants
to see more clearly how management and organisations have
struggled, especially now, during the final stages in the evolution
of human work from Industrial Era labour to today’s Digital Era
knowledge work.
We are within sight in this decade of completing the transition of
virtually all human jobs in developed economies from standardised
task work to discretionary knowledge work – a change that will
yield extraordinary new opportunities for business growth and
social development.

Footnotes
* EBITDA: Earnings Before Interest, Taxes, Depreciation, and Amortization
is a ‘bottom-line’ metric used to evaluate a company’s operating performance
for an accounting period.
** Subsequent references to ‘role, position, or job’ use the shorter term of
‘role’ inclusive of the technical distinctions between these terms.
*** The spelling ‘response-ability’ is used interchangeably with
‘responsibility’ to emphasize the often muddled meaning of responsibility,
which is ‘the ability to act without guidance or superior authority.’
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Why Don’t YOU
Join the IMS
With the advent of life
membership we are attracting
new members. There are still
people who are engaged in
management services who are
not members and we would like
them to join the Institute.
We can use our ‘direct entry’
route to fast track this and
information is available from
IMS HQ.
We very much hope that our
existing members will make
potential members aware of
this option.
•

Actively promoting the IMS in your place of
work

•

•

•

Encourage colleagues at work as well as
professional and social contacts to join
the Institute

Remind potential members of the benefits
of IMS membership, eg education system,
regional structure, recognised professional
qualification

•

Refer potential new members to the Journal
as an example of what the IMS is about

Up to the minute information via the IMS
Journal and website professional support

•

Undertaking contract/consultancy work
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T: 	01543 308605
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